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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Industry selected is the Services Industry in Greece and especially Engineering
Consultancy. Within the context of the present assignment an Analysis has been performed,
focusing on the following: structure of the Greek Engineering Consulting Firms, identification
of the business environment they operate, especially during the last five years, and the
opportunities for them to expand internationally, especially under EU-funded external aid
Projects.
The paper starts with important definitions on engineering consultancy, its core processes
and services and the business environment of that sector in Greece.
An analysis on the nature of the environmental change of the Consulting Companies
Services Industry is presented, particularly within the European Union’s framework and in
view of the newly acceded Countries (EU-25).
The EUI development policies is presented as it evolved after the declarations of the year
2000 and the formation of EuropeAid in 2001. The EU external aid is the main carrier for
European Consultants to provide services outside of the EU in the public sector. Additionally
this paper investigates the possibilities of working with other non-EU Institutions, mainly the
World Bank and the OECD.
The business environment in Greece, the operations and the structure of the Greek
engineering Consultants is analysed and then a Scenario analysis follows, for both the
market and the effects on the Greek Companies are given for a short-term (1-2 years) and
for long-term (5-10 years) periods for both a positive and negative outlook. Suggestions to
probable reaction or eventual essential strategies are also discussed.
Summarizing, we conclude the following:
-

-

The market and the projects that will emerge through the Official development
Assistance under EuropeAid is promising for the next decade
The newly acceded Countries do not yet pose a significant threat for established
Consultants
The Greek Consulting Engineers have a very weak position in the market, both at
EU-funded Projects and other international Institutions
They will need to follow new strategies in acquiring new Projects and this will
probably be only feasible through co-operations, partnerships or joint-ventures
between them and/or in collaboration with established non-Greek European Firms
The Greek State must become more active in supporting the Greek Engineering
Consultants
There must be coordination between the various Organizations that represent the
Engineering Consultants, both in Greece and at European level, so as to promote the
engineering Consultants’ interests and build a “European Consultant” who will
represent the Consultant in a higher than national level (European integration)
The European Union should further pursue a strong development policy and should
use the input from the Consultant Associations in order to review the procedures (for
example the quality based criteria for award of a project) and in order to enhance its
position globally.
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ABBREVIATIONS FREQUENTLY USED:
EC:

European Commission

ECF:

Engineering Consultancy Firm (Company or Corporation)

EU:

European Union

GECF: Greek ECF
SME : Small- Medium Enterprise

OTHER ABBREVIATIONS :
Acquis: Acquis communataire (European values, as cumulatively adopted)
ACP: African, Caribbean and Pacific States
BOOT: build-own-operate-transfer
CAP: Common agricultural policy (of the EU)
CCs: Candidate countries (for accession to the EU)
DFI: Direct Foreign Investment
ECB: European Central Bank
EDF: European Development Fund
EFCA: European Federation of Engineering Consultancy Associations
ERDF: European Regional Development Fund
EUROSTAT: Statistical Office of the European Communities
FEACO: European Federation of Management Consultancies Associations
GDP: gross domestic product
HellasCo: Hellenic Association of Engineering Consultancy Firms
MEPC: manage-engineer-procure-construct
MinEnv: Greek Ministry for the Environment, Physical Planning and Public Works
NGO: Non-Governmental-Organization
NUTS: nomenclature of territorial units for statistics (Eurostat)
ODA: Official Development Assistance
OECD: Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development
PW:

Public Works

UN: United Nations
WB: World Bank
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INTRODUCTION
The present paper describes the situation a Greek engineering consultancy Firm (GECF)
faces when it tries to acquire a Project outside Greece, how it should operate and the
environment she is facing. The major Client of Engineers in Greece and abroad that we shall
be discussing (and forms the majority) are Public Services Providers (national Ministries for
public works, Institutions and the European Union through its development/external aid
scheme). The fact that Greece is a full Member of the EU since 1981 and that Greek
Engineering Consultancy Firms have minimal to non-existent presence in the market is more
than worrying and forms a good trigger the present analysis. The Company which has been
selected for this dissertation paper is ENB Ltd, a Greek Engineering services Firm,
specialised in hydraulics, based in Athens, Greece and operating outside Greece.
First, one should understand the nature of services a ECF is supplying and the development
policy as it is being implemented nowadays at European Union level.

A few words on the role and services of a hydraulic Engineer and an Engineering Consultant
ENB Ltd is a classical engineering Firm which provides expertise in hydraulic engineering. It
is important to give a short definition of the term “hydraulic engineering” and consulting
services in general: a hydraulic engineer is an engineer specialised to all engineering fields
related to water with emphasis to environmental protection. His background is usually
classic civil engineering with specialisation in hydrodynamics. In general one might say that
when shifting to larger Projects the “classical” hydraulic Engineer is facing a multifaceted
environment of problems (complex system with interrelations) and must provide solutions
that can only be overcome by understanding the problem as a whole, by having extensive
experience and by being able to communicate and collaborate. Just to name few aspects of
additional requirements besides typical engineering studies nowadays: cost control (financial
analysis, budgeting), project management, quality assurance, human resources
management, keeping touch with new technologies and IT in particular and last but not
least environmental protection concerns. The Engineer as a Consultant has an even more
complicated task to accomplish: he must operate in different environments each time, with
different Clients, with variable budgets and increasingly he is going to operate in different
Countries (other language, mentality, laws etc.).
So, the engineering Consultant is actually a highly specialised management Consultant with
an engineering background, mostly needed for managing or assisting the Client in various
fields from simple engineering Studies to managing complex Projects (big dams, technical
assistance to Public Services Corporations etc). Most of the individual engineers are
nowadays employed by CEFs and the rest act as independent Consultants by providing their
services on short- or long-term basis.
Services of a typical engineering consultant
The main services provided by consulting engineers, in order of volume, usually are: design
services, construction management, advisory services (consultancy), project management,
environmental services and turn-key / BOOT- projects, i.e.
Advising
investors for project decision-making, identification, scheduling and feasibility assessment
Designing
the facility to be built: project design and construction schemes
Contracting
for project execution: works management, equipment procurement
Supervising
project completion: compliance with design specifications, cost and deadlines
Nikolopoulos Konstantinos
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Assisting the investors in project acceptance, personnel training, start-up and maintenance
Products
The traditional products of CEFs are services and studies, as beneath:
Feasibility Studies
Preliminary Studies
Final Studies
Tender documents
Consulting Services to Official Bodies (Government Agencies, Ministries, Municipalities)
Provision of expertise (also as subcontractors to Constructors1)
Project Management
Other analyses (for example cost-benefit analyses etc.)
The traditional fields of specialization in the fields of water (as in the case of ENB Ltd) are:
Water supply networks
Water sewerage networks
Flood protection (drainage)
Dams and other structures
Irrigation and other agricultural improvements
Environmental protection and WWTP2

Engineering Services and Industry Models
As mentioned, Consulting engineers are skilled professionals who provide independent
advice and a wide range of services normally associated with the development and
implementation of capital projects. Most Greek consulting engineering firms are small,
privately held and greek owned (this is not changing significantly since take-overs are very
limited).
Consulting engineering firms are evolving toward a more flexible structure, by maintaining
core management and technical competency but relying on associates and specialists for
extra help and special expertise during peak times (external experts).
The major competition facing consulting engineers comes increasingly from other domestic
industries as boundaries between industries are dissolving. At the same time, consulting
engineers are themselves developing new specialties (this also implies the reverse- thay
means for example that management Consultants nowadays penetrate the “protected”
GECFs market when it comes to management of large-scale engineering Projects).

Consulting engineering services tend to fall within three categories:
-> general services: feasibility studies, preparation of detailed drawings, specifications and
contract documents, and supervision of construction
-> specialized services: design and development of process equipment, environmental
advisory and design services, materials testing services, software or custom systems
development and project management
-> comprehensive or turnkey services: manage-engineer-procure-construct (MEPC) and
build-own-operate-transfer (BOOT) contracts, which often involve the provision of financing,
1

In Greece, both the State and legal bodies differentiate between the activities of Studying (“Μελέτη”) and the
Construction (“Κατασκευή”) and prohibits an Engineer of being an owner of an engineering design and a
Construction Company at the same time.
2
Waste Water Treatment Plant
Nikolopoulos Konstantinos
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real estate, equipment procurement, construction, facility management and training
programs.

Industry models
Consulting engineering firms are organized according to either the "Anglo Saxon" model or
variations of the "European" model. Firms of the first type are relatively independent; that
is, they are not controlled by an industrial group. They perform pure engineering functions
and are remunerated on a cost-plus-fee basis. The "build" portion then becomes the
responsibility of the contractor or equipment supplier, according to the engineering designs.
In contrast, firms organized according to the European model are equipped to design-build,
or to carry out turnkey (design, build, procure equipment and commission projects), or to
build, own, operate and transfer projects. While some of these firms retain their
independence, others display a wide range of business structures and relationships, often
linked to industrial groups, government entities, public utilities and equipment
manufacturers. While some provide a full range of engineering design and construction
services under one roof, others will put together the requisite project team.
Interestingly enough Greek Companies are organised according to the Anglo Saxonmodel.
BOOT-type firms are uncommon for Greek engineering Companies (usually it is reserved to
Corporate Firms with significant capacities and turnover)

Worldwide Players
Understanding the global environment is important, because although under EU funding only
EU Members are allowed to participate in Projects, but any Company which operates
internatioanlly cannot disregard the ipmortance of the other major global players. A good
overview is presented in Annex VII from a survey by the Swedish ECF association. One can
clearly see the dominance of the big Corporates worldwide, especially in volume and HR.
Globally, the United States of America dominates the consulting engineering market because
of its large domestic market and bilateral aid tied to donor-country sourcing. Other
significant world players are the United Kingdom, the Netherlands, Germany and France.
Greece has minimal presence world-wide. Few small firms have in-house resources to
perform research and development (R&D) other than small-scale applied research in their
specialized fields. Most engineering research is carried out through partnerships with
universities and partly with firms in other industries.
In the United States, most large firms involved in consulting engineering in the international
market have been active globally for a decade or longer. American firms have increased
their expertise in offering "one-stop shopping." The role of construction firms has become
more important, and U.S. construction firms are world leaders particularly in terms of
technology and project management expertise.
The line delineating construction firms from consulting engineering firms has become quite
blurred in recent years for the successful international U.S. companies3. As well, American
firms have done well in Europe (and more recently in eastern Europe) in serving the large
U.S. multinationals operating in these regions. The multinational firms tend to hire
consulting engineers with whom they have worked previously and, in effect, "pull" American
engineering firms around the world.
In the United Kingdom, independent consulting engineering firms predominate. Many British
consulting engineering firms are large, with more than 1000 employees. In addition to
private firms, there are public sector subsidiaries comparable with the "SOFRE" (Sociétés
Françaises pour l'exportation) in France. These are in the nuclear, electrical, water, coal and
railway sectors. However, privatization of some of these organizations is taking place,
thereby increasing export potential.

3

as mentioned in footnote 1 this is restricted in Greece, but this “protetion” will fall soon after market liberalization
and the situation might then turn as it is in the USA. It poses a significant threat to the GECF
Nikolopoulos Konstantinos
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In France, the consulting engineering sector is characterized by relatively small firms with
highly visible involvement of parastatal agencies. This is exemplified by the SOFRE, which
are state-controlled, such as SOFREGAZ, SOFRETEV, SOFRECOM, SOFRERAIL and SOFRETU.
As well, numerous financial institutions such as la Banque Paribas and le Credit Lyonnais are
present in the consulting engineering industry through minority ownership. There is also a
considerable degree of integration between consulting engineering firms and industrial
conglomerates such as Bouygues.
Engineering within government departments in Germany is characterized by capabilities
within federal and lander (state) administrations, as well as within municipalities and
national enterprises such as Deutsche Eisenbahn Consulting, DETECON, Deutsche Telepost
Consulting or Lufthansa Consulting. The consulting engineering sector in Germany differs
significantly from the Anglo Saxon model, which is the industry norm in the United States,
the United Kingdom and Canada. The German industry is characterized by powerful
engineering services linked to industrial equipment manufacturing. These firms have
developed an engineering capability to complement their services, often through the
acquisition of independent engineering firms.
The Netherlands industry is characterized by independent consulting engineering firms,
flexible consortia and research institutes. Engineering services provided by government
entities are also prevalent, but only in certain sectors such as water and electricity. The
Netherlands consulting engineering industry exhibits great coordination capabilities between
firms, as exemplified by groupings of independent firms under the names NEDECO and
NETHCONSULT, primarily for export purposes.
While excellent at the design phase, Greek firms have traditionally played a role only in the
internal market (quite protected up to the 1990s) with minimal presence abroad.
They have no experience in turnkey or BOOT projects, excluding participation in some
Projects (usually transportation infrastructure) where they participate in the operation after
build (usually in a Group with Constuctors) and in some small specialized Projects, for
example wind or solar energy production.

Overview of the European Union
The European Union (EU) is a family of European countries, committed to working together
for peace and prosperity. It is not a State intended to replace existing states, but it is more
than any other international organisation. Its Member States (in 2004 enlarged to 254) have
set up common institutions to which they delegate some of their sovereignty so that
decisions on specific matters of joint interest can be made democratically at European
level.This pooling of sovereignty is also called "European integration". The historical roots of
the European Union lie in the Second World War. The idea of European integration was
conceived to prevent such killing and destruction from ever happening again. It was first
proposed by the French Foreign Minister Robert Schuman in a speech on 9 May 1950. This
date, the "birthday" of what is now the EU, is celebrated annually as Europe Day.
There are five EU institutions, each playing a specific role:
European Parliament (elected by the peoples of the Member States);
Council of the European Union (representing the governments of the Member States);
European Commission (driving force and executive body);
Court of Justice (ensuring compliance with the law);
Court of Auditors (controlling sound and lawful management of the EU budget).
These are flanked by five other important bodies:
4 Initially, the EU consisted of just six countries: Belgium, Germany, France, Italy, Luxembourg and the
Netherlands. Denmark, Ireland and the United Kingdom joined in 1973, Greece in 1981, Spain and Portugal in 1986,
Austria, Finland and Sweden in 1995. In 2004, 10 new countries joined the EU, namely Estonia, Letonia,Lithouania,
Poland, Czech Republic, Cyprus, Slovakia, Slovenia, Malta.
Nikolopoulos Konstantinos
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European Economic and Social Committee (expresses the opinions of organised civil society
on economic and social issues);
Committee of the Regions (expresses the opinions of regional and local authorities);
European Central Bank (responsible for monetary policy and managing the euro);
European Ombudsman (deals with citizens' complaints about maladministration by any EU
institution or body);
European Investment Bank (helps achieve EU objectives by financing investment projects);
A number of agencies and other bodies complete the system.
The rule of law is fundamental to the European Union. All EU decisions and procedures are
based on the Treaties, which are agreed by all the EU countries.
In the early years, much of the co-operation between EU countries was about trade and the
economy, but now the EU also deals with many other subjects of direct importance for our
everyday life, such as citizens' rights; ensuring freedom, security and justice; job creation;
regional development; environmental protection; making globalisation work for everyone.
The European Union has delivered half a century of stability, peace and prosperity. It has
helped to raise living standards, built a single Europe-wide market, launched the single
European currency, the Euro, and strengthened Europe's voice in the world.
Europe promotes “Unity in diversity”, which means that Europe is a continent with many
different traditions and languages, but also with shared values and the EU defends these
values. It fosters co-operation among the peoples of Europe, promoting unity while
preserving diversity and ensuring that decisions are taken as close as possible to the
citizens.

The European Community’s Development Policy
The European development policies are crucial for the GECFs because they pose a unique
opportunity (or better said the only practical possibility) to participate in international
Projects. The World bank is also a second option (analysed briefly in paragraph “Other
Opportunities”) but clearly the EU (through EuropeAid) is the only Client that could provide a
GECF with projects in the public sector worldwide. Nowadays even in Greece for Projects
over 200.000 Euros, even for Projects within Greece, a Greek Company must participate in
the tendering Procedure under EU law (Directive 9250/EC, see excerpt at Annex V). It is
therefor important to know the EU development policy, as it has evolved after the year 2000
(and which of course focuses on Projects outside the EU):
The November 2000 Policy Statement sets out a list of 6 priority areas for Community
interventions:
trade and development;
regional integration and co-operation;
macroeconomic support and equitable access to social services;
transport;
food security and sustainable rural development; and
institutional capacity building.
There has also been agreements on a a set of cross-cutting themes, which are so important
that they need to be integrated in all areas, i.e. in the fields of human rights; environment;
gender; good governance and conflict prevention and crisis management.
The philosophy behind the new development policies is the so-called ‘3 Cs’: coherence (in
particular between policies in areas such as trade and agriculture and development
objectives); coordination and complementarity (both between what is done by the
Commission on behalf of the European Community, and with other donors). These are
Nikolopoulos Konstantinos
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Treaty obligations, as well essential to development effectiveness. Stronger emphasis is put
on partnership and ownership in our relationship with developing countries, and including
increased participation by non-state actors such as NGOs. There is a general shift from away
from standalone projects to sector-based and budget support.
The EU currently provides about 50% of global development assistance, of which about 20%
at European Commission (EC) level. This is set to increase further following the commitment
on aid volumes in Barcelona in March 2002, in advance of the Monterrey Financing for
Development event. According to this commitment the EU, collectively, will reach an
average ODA/GDP ratio of 0.39% by 2006 and each Member State will strive to reach at
least 0.33% by the same date Enlargement will enhance the EU’s role as one of the primary
actors in international development. The new Member States that have joined the existing
EU-15 in implementing the objectives and instruments of the EC’s development policy,
including with financial contributions (although when and how much is still to be negotiated.
Developing countries are different and have different attitudes to development stemming
from differences in history, experience, location and culture, but also the scale of economic
and other challenges that they are facing. For that reason partnership and dialogue are
sometimes much more important that the purely financial flows.
These differences in approach - as well as practical differences between the focus and
policy/legal/administrative infrastructure of the aid programmes of the main donors present
an additional challenge to efforts to promote coherence, co-ordination and complementarity
among them . The EC development policy as defined by the Council, the Commission and
the European Parliament must work in a global framework in which many different
development policies are operating: international organisations, the main international
bilateral donors -including some of the EU member states- the Community itself and it is
important to have the capacity to influence the future direction of the international
development at the UN, Bretton Wood Institutions, DAC, Beyond the implications of
enlargement for the EC’s financial assistance , it is important to consider the consequences
for developing countries’ trading and investment relations of the EU policies.

The Financial Flows from EU to Developing countries (historical overview)
For historical reasons connected with the origins of the European Community with the 1957
Treaty of Rome, the development assistance managed by the European Commission on
behalf of the European Community is financed from two sources: the General Community
Budget and the European Development Fund. The European Investment Bank also
contributes to the development action of the EU with some soft credits.
a) The European Development Fund (EDF) is the main financing instrument of the
Partnership Agreement between EU and 77 Africa-Caribbean and Pacific Countries (ACP)
that are signatories of the Lomé and the subsequent Cotonou Conventions. The EDF funds
are made up of ad hoc contributions by the EU's Member States and are not included in the
Union Budget. A separate EDF is established for the implementation of each of the
Associations and Conventions: the 1st EDF with the Association system for the ex-colonies
established in the Rome Treaty, the 2ond and 3rd EDF with the Yaounde I and II
conventions linking the EC with the EAMA countries (Africa and Madagascar), the 4th EDF
for Lomé I ( enclosing Commonwealth Countries after the first EC enlargement)(1975), the
5th EDF for Lomé II (1980), the 6th EDF for Lomé III (1985) , the 7th EDF for the first five
years of application of Lomé IV(1990) and the 8th for the second five years of Lomé IV after
the revision signed in Mauritius in 1995, the 9th EDF for the first five years of new ACP-EU
Partnership Agreement signed in Cotonou in June 2000 that would be applicable after
ratification of the text.
The 9th EDF (2000-2005) would receive a total funding of 13.5 Billion Euro to be added to
the unspent resources of previous EDF. The EDF funds are allocated under national and
regional indicative programmes agreed bilaterally by the EC and the ACP States or Regions
in question in accordance with the each ACP priority needs with primary emphasis on
structural adjustment and budgetary support or financing of specific projects in fields like
education, health, rural development, infrastructures and private investment. The Cotonou
Agreement did not provide for the continuation of the "Stabex" and "Sysmin" instruments.
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b) The European Budget has considerably increased and diversified in the course of the last
years to reach an amount of 100 Billion Euro in 2003. The development front of the
European Budget was introduced in 1976 with modeste allocations for NGOs and Technical
Asistance for non-associate countries. Today about 8 Billion Euro are to be spent on external
co-operation activities including aid and pre-accession financing . Budget allocations
comprises:
i) activities defined by geographical specific budgetary lines for the Mediterranean
partnership programme MEDA; Asia-Latin America programmes, the support to South Africa
(even if this is an ACP country ) and Central and Eastern Europe, Independent States of the
former Soviet Union aids to transition and/or future membership to the EU,
and
ii) horizontal co-operation project budgetary lines: humanitarian aid, food aid and Security,
NGO co-financing, initiatives in the field of democracy and human rights, environment and
tropical forests , health and HIV/AIDS, drugs, money laundering, anti-personnel mines, ALAMED investment promotion…
The non repayable grants and subsidised loans to developing countries (ACP and A-LA-MED)
are considered as "Official Development Assistance" (ODA) by the OECD Development
Assistance Committee while the contributions for countries in transition (Programmes PHARE
for Central and Eastern Europe and CARDS for the Balkan countries and TACIS for the New
Independent States of the former Soviet Union) are considered "Official Assistance"(OD) by
the CAD.
At DAC level the first half of the 1990s saw a decline in the importance of ODA. Despite a
slight rise which began in 1998 the amount of aid from DAC countries to Developing
Countries have not increase sufficiently in the last years. The average of the DAC member
countries' ODA as a percentage of their GNP has fallen slightly compared with the data of
five years ago. The theoretical objective set by the United Nations is for each developed
country to devote 0,7% of its GNP to development. However an analysis of countries
individual performances, reveals than only Denmark, Norway, the Netherland, Sweden and
Luxemburg reach this level. United States is at 0,10%, Japan at 0,28 %. The combined
figure for the 24 DAC countries is 0,22% , the combined figure for the EU-15 is 0,32%.
Out of a total ODA of US $ 53737 million in 2000, the total contribution of the EU member
States in bilateral, multilateral and EC lines arrives to US $ 25278 EC aid has increased
considerably over the last decade from a total of 4.2 billion Euro committed in 1988 to 9
billion Euro today. This amount represents about 6.5 Billion to Developing Countries and 2.5
to other countries.
Like other international donors the Community is faced with the challenge to further
increase the quality and impact of its contribution to development efforts throughout the
world, but the strategy cannot be only to increase aid flows but to revise methods in order
to deliver a better aid and to further introduce the idea of ownership in the developing
countries of their own development process.
During the last years an increase in the Direct Foreign Investment to Developing countries
has compensated partially the relative decline in the ODA but the DFI is not going to the
most small and vulnerable economies which have not the market conditions to attract
foreign private investment.

The impact of Enlargement on the European Community’s Development Policy
From the date of their accession (1st of May 2004), the new Member States have joined the
current EU in supporting all of the objectives and instruments of the EC’s development
policy. This includes implementation of the new policy approach agreed in November 2000
and the management reforms launched in May of the same year.
They will also take on the EU’s many co-operation, partnership and association agreements.
This includes co-operation agreements with Asian and Latin American countries, the EuroMediterranean Partnership, and the Cotonou Agreement. The new Member States will
become members of all elements of Cotonou from the date of their accession to the EU.
They will contribute to the European Development Fund (EDF), although when and how
much is not yet known . In due course and along with current EU Member States, they will
become party to the EU-ACP Economic Partnership Agreements (EPAs) on which
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negotiations are due to begin this September, with a view to implementation from 2008. As
part of the acquis, they will accept the agreed negotiating mandate for these EPAs.
Beyond cooperation and partnership agreements, the new Member States will take on the
rest of the EC’s trade acquis. In adopting these, the new Member States will join the EU-15
in offering preferential trade access to developing countries through the Generalised System
of Preferences (GSP) scheme and, for Least Developed Countries (LDCs), the ‘Everything
But Arms’ initiative launched in March 2001 on the eve of the 3rd United Nations Conference
on the LDC hosted by the EU in Brussels. Overall, the new Member States’ adoption of the
Community’s Common Customs Tariff and other trade related measures is expected to bring
tangible economic benefits for third countries, including developing countries.

The Financial Implications of the Enlargement
Following their accession, the new Member States must contribute to the EC’s budget,
including for development expenditure. They must also contribute to the European
Development Fund, although the size and timing of their contributions will be subject to
negotiation (in principle, they are expected to join EDF 10). Given their current low level of
ODA spending, however, the new Member States are unlikely to be able to meet the EU’s
commitment in the run up to the Monterrey Financing for Development Event, to reach a
minimum ODA/GNI ratio of 0.33% by 2006. Transition periods will probably be needed,
within the context of an overall commitment to the principle agreed for Monterrey of
increasing EU aid volumes over time.
In time, enlargement should lead to increased financial resources, but the short-term impact
is unclear. Negotiations on the size and timing of the candidate countries’ contributions to
the EC’s budget are still to be negotiated. All of the candidate countries have asked for
transitional arrangements with respect to payment of their own resources to the budget.
With regard to EDF, the new Member States are expected, in principle, to contribute to the
10th EDF in 2007. Past experience suggests that EU enlargement by itself will not
necessarily lead to an increase in the EDF (in some cases existing Member States have
decreased their contributions following enlargement, so the total has not risen). Countries’
shares in the total will be decided by negotiation after accession.
Estimates of the candidate countries’ current ODA/GDP ratios are particularly difficult, but it
is certain that their current level of expenditure is far below the EU average of 0.33%:
estimates for the Slovak Republic, Poland and Estonia are 0.03%, 0.026% and 0.1%
respectively. Some of the candidates have signalled an intention to increase their bilateral
aid expenditure: for example, the Czech Republic is aiming to reach an ODA/GDP ratio of
0.1% immediatelly after accession. Contributions to the EC budget would also increase their
ODA figures. But it seems unrealistic to expect any of the candidates to be able to meet the
Barcelona figure within the timeframe agreed for existing Member States
Negotiations on the size and timing of the new Member States’ contributions to the EC
budget and specific programmes such as EDF will have to be resolved in due course, along
with the question of what the EU’s Barcelona commitment on aid volumes implies for the
new Member States. Transition periods will probably be needed for the latter, within the
context of an overall commitment to the principle agreed at Barcelona of increasing aid
volumes over time.
The poorest accession countries may not perceive such a clear distinction between
developing and developed countries. All of the candidate countries have been recent
recipients of official assistance and many still are. All of the candidate countries have been
receiving substantial resources in preparation for accession, particularly from the EC and the
International Financial Institutions (IFIs). For the countries in central/eastern Europe, grant
support from the EC’s PHARE programme has been leveraged with funds from the EIB
(under its pre-accession facility), plus EBRD, the World Bank and other partners. This is
supplemented by ISPA (the pre-accession instrument for structural policies), and SAPARD
(the Special Accession Programme for Agriculture and Rural Development). It is clear that
they have some way to go before they will have complemented their process of transition
(and accession itself will add to the challenges they face, at least in the short run). Within
the EU, discussions are needed on future funding arrangements for the new Member States;
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and the future of the PHARE programme (which constitutes a major part of the resources
under part 4 of the EC budget - external.

New Opportunities due to the enlargement
The potential development benefits resulting from EU enlargement are:
The EU is already an influential player in international relations. The enlarged EU will carry
the voice of at least 25 countries, and nearly half a billion people. If this weight can be
brought to bear in support of development issues and developing countries, it would be a
substantial gain.
The EU is already the world’s largest trading block. Following enlargement, the region will
account for some 20% of world trade, and be the source of nearly 50% of world outward
foreign direct investment. In the long term, economic growth and development in the new
Member States will create new opportunities for developing countries. We should look at
how we can help them to capitalise on this: the Secretariat of the African, Caribbean and
Pacific countries has already enquired about assistance to help its members market their
products and services in the new Member States.
The EU is already the largest provider of official development assistance (ODA) and
humanitarian assistance in the world – contributing over half of global ODA, of which 20% is
managed by the Commission on behalf of the Community. EU Member States pledged earlier
this year to increase their ODA budgets still further, to reach an average EU ODA/GNI ratio
of 0.39% by 2006, as a first significant step towards reaching the 0.7% UN target. The size
and timing of our new Member States’ development contributions are still to be negotiated,
but the overall trend is clear: the future EU will be an even more substantial development
actor than it is already.
The new Member States will also enrich the EU’s experience, and help in the struggle to
become a more efficient and effective development partner. They will bring with them their
own recent experience of political and economic transition. Having been at the receiving end
of donors’ assistance efforts lately, they also have some experience of what it is like to try
to co-ordinate and make the most effective use of support offered by donors; of managing
external consultants offering technical assistance, and integrating this assistance with local
systems and knowledge.

The role of non-state actors and the opportunities for enterprises and NGOs
Beyond government officials, it is important to build a broad awareness and some
understanding of development issues in the candidate countries. This should include
parliamentarians, civil society, the academic community and the general public where
possible. This should obviously be done in partnership with the organisations that can
benefit from the EU funds for development assistance after enlargement: Enterprises, NGOs,
decentralised co-operation actors, Chambers of Commerce, people from academia.
The key role of non-state actors is established in the EC’s development policy and notably in
the Cotonou agreement. Several of the candidate countries already use NGOs to implement
humanitarian aid, and are taking steps to accredit NGOs (along with other bodies) as official
implementation agencies for their development assistance event if the attitude of the
candidate country governments towards NGOs does vary and in some cases there are legal
complications for NGOs that need clarification. The Commission, and some Member States
are also active in involving the private sector in development co-operation both in the
enterprises and NGO fronts.
The private enterprises are major actors in the EC development approach for several
reasons:
Because there might be a change of attitude towards some developing countries that are
perceived as a threat to domestic industries. Some of the new Member States, in the name
of the EU, might wish to challenge current arrangements that bring benefits to countries
better off than they are. Developing countries are not generally competitors with the
existing EU-15 (now EU-25) for the markets of the candidate countries.
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More broadly, the EU development projects are opened to european and the beneficiary
countries' enterprises having the capacity to participate in the tenders opened in the
framework of the technical and economic co-operation with developing countries. Trade and
investment between developing countries and the candidate countries is not yet extensive,
particularly for more distant developing countries such as those in Latin America and the
ACP but enterprises from candidate countries can have some comparative advantage to deal
with contracts in those countries. This applies particularly in areas such as intermediate
technology products. Overall, the Central and Eastern European candidates’ main
competitors for getting contracts financed by the EC development policy in developing
countries are each other.
It is expected that enterprises from the new Member States will start Foreign Direct
Investment (FDI) in developing countries using the promotion instruments created both by
the budget (ALA INVEST, MEDA INVEST) and by the European Development Fund
(POINVEST, Investment Facility, CDE, CTA) in third developing countries, provided the
investment climate exists.
NGOs from Candidate countries would be included in the various facilities within the EC
annual budget supporting NGO activities after enlargement. A number of budget lines target
development areas such as food security, environment tropical forests, gender and
HIV/AIDS.

The Consultancy Firms within the European Union
Management Consultancy in the EU is a 42.5 billion Euro market employing about 280.000
consultants in all fields. There is a growth in all aspects with noticeable growth for Greece
too. According to the annual Report of FEACO on the situation of the Consultancy market in
Europe for the year 2000 can be extracted: The operations management and the Project
management in particular amounts to about 2,8 billion Euros. This is the main area an ECFW
will operate. Consulting to National administration, to the EU and to regional administration
sum up to appr. 7,5% of the total breakdown according to different sectors. The number of
consulting Firms of Spain, Germany, France and Netherlands is very big, although revenues
are spited between medium and big scale Companies. Management Consulting is a very
important sector for UK and surprisingly low for Italy and Greece. Engineering Consultancy
is a small portion of the Management Consultancy. An overview of the sector can be found
in Annex VI.

The operations of a GECF in Projects under EU Development Funding
We have just seen the environment under which GECFs are operating. Even though the
internal market is well protected there are strong signs that in order to survive GEFCs must
expand outside the Greek market. In this paper we have not examined Projects under the
ERDF and the Cohesion Fund, which form the majority of Projects in Greece. We are
interested in Projects under the EDF which focus in assisting Countries outside the EU and
which are carried out by EU Firms (with participation of local Firms) as it is outlined in the
development policy declaration. Under EuropeAid, as these Projects are called, Greece has a
unique opportunity to provide services on the international level. After analysing data from
SEGM, we found that very few Greek engineering Firms actually participated in such
Projects, as it can be seen from Table at Annex III.

THE ECF MARKET SITUATION IN GREECE (GECFs)
Global Context and the Greek ECFs
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Greek companies should be taking increasing advantage of global opportunities in both
under-developed and developing countries but most important in the transitional economies
of eastern Europe (proximity and already established trade firms).
Engineering design work in Greece is split between the private and public sectors. The major
public sector clients are the MinEnv, Ministry of Agriculture, Ministry of Development and
municipal governments5.
The Greek industry's traditional strengths lie in infrastructure construction (buildings, roads,
harbours) and in rural development (land reclamations, dams, irrigation systems). These
markets are considered relatively mature. Meanwhile, increasing and long-term fiscal
restraint by the Government at all levels is leading it to privatize public infrastructure and, in
doing so, open up new private sector opportunities. In any case though, still the public
contracts are the most important source of financing for the Greek Engineering Firms.
Most Greek consulting engineering firms are privately held and owned and most of the firms
employ fewer than 15 people. While the sector continues to be fragmented, a trend toward
consolidation has emerged recently among both smaller and larger companies. Large firms
merge to take on international projects, and smaller ones are created by specialists coming
onto the market as a result of downsizing among their former employers.
Regulatory matters are not the major issue for the engineering industry, although a major
change that has been proposed in 2003 (passed in 2004) has been faced with distrust by
the Companies and the Bodies that represent them (TEE, SEGM etc.). The industry is
supportive of environmental regulations, but most Companies are very inert in applying and
transferring both environmental technology and best practices.
While demand for engineering services is strong in eastern Europe and the former Soviet
Union, currency constraints and structural barriers have curtailed substantial economic
growth. Other problems in this part of the world include unresolved land ownership issues,
lack of project development capabilities and obsolete engineering techniques and
technology. The most serious short-term constraint is the lack of investment capital,
although IFIs such as the World Bank are becoming more active there. Greek engineering
companies seeking contracts in this part of the world will be required to structure and work
with creative financing packages, and to make connections with resource processors who
generate hard currency. Eastern Europe, and particularly the Balkans (with their proximity
and somewhat “good” neighborhood relations- or better said mutaual interests) show
immense growth in their development and the EU has special funds (PHARE, TACIS,
SAPARD) for assisting these Countries. They pose unique possibility for GECFs to do
business. Until the late 1990s most Projects focused on infrastructure of the legal and
economic system (to support transition from socialist to free-market economy). Only after
the late 1990s many engineering Projects have become active, especially in the
environmental protection and transportation sectors.
In Latin America, the markets offer strong engineering and related opportunities but the
high external debt and a possible recurrence of currency fluctuations and inflation in these
countries continue to pose some risks for potential players in large projects. Nevertheless,
increasing political stability and growing privatization are providing exceptional opportunities
for any player willing to face the risks in target countries. The same applies to most African
Countries although risk can be managed. Asia provides also a lot of opportunities although
Europeans are not as strong as the other major players. Greek Companies seem to have
only limited experience in the Arab Countries, where traditionally they supported
Constructors (private contracts) back in the 1970s/ 1980s.

5

“∆ήµοι”
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Existing Firms in Greece
FEACO reports that in 2000 a total of 140 management and engineering consulting Firms
were operating (40 big and 100 small-medium), employing 1.350 Consultants with a high
growth rate. According to data6 from other sources the total number of “pure” Consultancy
Engineering Firms in the field of Engineering Consulting (GECFs) in Greece does not exceed
a total 50 Companies. For the water & environment sector the number would drop to about
twenty. Not calculated in that number are individual Engineering bureaus under 5 people,
which are not considered as competitive, at least for big public Projects, let alone for
operations outside Greece.
The GECFWs consist in average of 5-35 staff with an engineer-other staff ratio of about 1:2.
The totals mean turnover of these Firms lies in the range of app. 0,2-1 million EUROS.
After analysing the capacities of Companies, which have been enrolled at Hellenic Ministry of
Public Works and Environment (and only these can provide services in engineering) we note
the following (see Annex III), as extracted from the Table with the list of GECFs that have
officially declared that they operate abroad, we can easily draw the following conclusions:
There are only about a dozen Companies who have been granted or participated in Projects
abroad. From these, only 3 have 100% revenues from these abroad operations (i.e. have
been created for operating abroad). Most of the Projects awarded are of research projects or
in the main fields of specialization (transportation and water engineering). It seems as if
most Projects took place in Continental Europe (and the Balkans). There are also a few
Projects in LDCs (least developed Countries), most notably in Africa.
It is unclear whether the declared data includes revenues from Projects, directly funded by
the Commission or other European institutions (ISPRA, Euratom etc.) but which took place
in Europe or even Greece. In any case the total revenues generated from operations abroad
are low, compared to inland operations and in comparison to European Firms. This questions
the ability of the Greek Firms to provide services overseas in an organized and viable
manner.
According to an Article7 with title “Involvement of Greek Engineering Firms abroad and the
role of the (Greek) State” the following problems are identified:
- the commitment of the Greek State to promote engineering services is virtually nonexistant
- In 2002 already special funding8 from the Greek State is announced for supporting
Companies to expand into the Balkans. This have been allocated for supporting
operations in the Balkans as support for their development. After failing to secure
part of the amount (about 290.000 Euro in total) for engineering projects, the official
answer to HellasCo has been, that the funds were promoted for supplies mainly and
not services
- There is no assistance to the GECFs for relieving the costs of preparing tenders (as it
has been the case in Portugal)
- There is no real strategy from the Ministry of External Affairs or Economics on
promoting (exporting) engineering services at all, not even to neighbouring Countries
- Annual turnovers of Greek Companies are very low (quite restrictive for big projects)
- There is no lobbying in Brussels and worse of all (now that a lot of responsibilities
moved to the Delegations in the various Countries) not even at the level of the
beneficiary Countries, which play an increasingly important role in Project set-up and
procurement.
The Article concludes that GECFs should not try to get short-listed (see also Annex V on
Directive 9250 about restricted procedures) alone but should instead try to tender as a
Group of Greek Companies (in order to maximize volume and experience) or should shortlist
6

TEE, HellasCo
HellasCo magazine, September-October 2003, by the HELLASCO President Mr Antonaropoulos, pp 14-15
8
through ΕΣΟΑΒ
7
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with a strong European Counterpartner. Finally GECFs should focus to a Region and should
be prepared to invest time and funds in view of getting a first Project outside Greece. After
reviewing statistics it was evident that at European level most Companies that have been
awarded Projects have been SMEs that took part in the tendering (usually under a Group)
and by no way there is any oligopoly of the big global Enterprises.

The environment of Operation of Engineering Consultancy Firms in Greece
REGULATIONS
The exercise of the technical design and engineering consultancy profession in Greece is
partly restricted by two means:
1. Legislative restrictions apply from a law (no. 716/ year 1977). An ECF must exhibit a socalled degree and areas of specialization. The degree ranges from grade A to E (according to
proven cumulative engineering experience of registered engineers within the Company, see
also related Table in the Annex II) and the areas of specialization are 24 (for example
category 13 for hydraulics, 16 for surveying and so on). A special Committee in the MinEnv
is registering and provides the official certificate which enables an ECF to operate in Greece.
For overseas and for big contracts two possibilities exist: Directive 92/50 of EC for EUfunded Projects and for other Nations the respective qualifications according to the tender
documents. Additionally an ECF must be a member of a professional Association, in Greece a
Member of TEE (Technical Chamber of Greece).
2. Language, in the case of a national Project
Apart from these minimum qualifications a GECF is subject to Greek common law and other
additional specific rules, dealing with a liability insurance, subcontracting restrictions, labour
laws etc.

CLIENTS
The traditional Clients of a GECFs are public services Companies and Ministries in Greece
(MinEnv, Ministry of Agriculture, Ministry of Development, Greek Railroad Company etc.),
Municipalities and outside Greece the European Union (through EC, EIB, EDF) and other
international Organizations such as the World Bank. Clients from the private Sector do exist
but their extent is quite limited, especially in the Water Sector which is of interest for ENB
Ltd.

The SCP-Model in the case of GECF (in the Greek market)

STRUCTURE
Concentration Ratio
Typical concentration ratios for EFCs in Greece is:
CR5= 40 %
CR10= 70%
CR10= 95%

All projects – REVENUE BASED
All projects – REVENUE BASED
Big public projects – PROJECT BASED
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There is not much concentration in the Sector if one looks at revenues only. A big portion of
turnover is still done by independent Consultants and small 1-3 persons Companies. The
picture is totally different if one takes the projects (services provided to) Public Services
Companies: in that case almost all big projects are undertaken by the major, already
established, GECFs.

Entry barriers
Also interesting would be to calculate a “Foreign Penetration ratio”, i.e. divide the number of
foreign ECFs to GECFs: in that case the ratio would be less than 5% ! This means that
foreign consulting Companies very rarely chased a Project in Greece, at least standalone.
There were 2-4 penetrations into the market, usually through partial acquisition of a GECFW
or mostly through a project specific alliance or co-operation. That ratio is higher in the
Construction Industry.
It is evident that there are serious entry barriers for foreign Companies, most important of
which are:
Small volume of projects (changed partly only due to the Olympic Games preparations)
Language
Cases of “ALT” (Abnormally Low Tender prices, restrictive to foreigners)
Already established (Greek) Companies are very flexible (due to small size)
The entry barrier for a Greek Company to emerge in the internal market is much lower,
since most of the Company’s shareholders will already be active registered Engineers. The
difficulty would lie in the lack of experience as a whole and on the already saturated market.
Nature of Services
Due to the specialization of the services provided it seems rather unlikely that there is any
direct substitute in the near future. It seems rather that there will be an expanding market
for these services with only handicap the increasing complexity of the Projects and the
dependence on funding. As a recent example are the floods in Greece in year 2002: they
showed the emergency of solving the problem at all levels (flood protection is a complex and
costly project) but also raised the question of who is going to fund and coordinate the
operations.

CONDUCT
Pricing-behaviour and Price Competition
Usually the prices and available budgeting are prescribed. That means that there are official
indices of cost of units and each Project has allocated budgeting, usually analyzed in terms
of reference (T.O.R.). What is interesting is that the majority of Projects were procured and
awarded to the minimum bidder (if not disqualified for other typical reasons). Nowadays and
in accordance to 92/50 Directive there is a stricter playroom for all procedures. Typically all
major projects include a technical proposal that is evaluated and weighted for the final
score. There have been reported ALT (abnormally low priced tenders) and both national and
EU institutions try to avoid or at least control the phenomenon. There are no significant
indications on price collusion.
For bigger Projects pricing and competition in financial terms is very important since the
profit margin percentage shrinks and risk increases. It seems overall that infrastructure
projects in the water sector show stagnation in pricing with a higher profit margin in the
engineering studies than in the pure consultancy projects.
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PERFORMANCE
Profitability & efficiency in general
As stated above it seems that profitability hasn’t increased significantly over the 1990’s and
interestingly enough the same applies in the efficiency. Only exception poses the use of the
computers and IT technology that revolutionized classic engineering studies (drafting almost
extinguished when AutoCad became standard). On the contrary other aspects became more
complicated, especially financial and project management aspects, because nowadays more
complex projects must be managed in shorter time and always within the budget.
Environmental issues emerged after the 1970’s and although an integral part of studies they
rarely go into depth. Concerning the employement of engineers it seems that there is a lack
of experienced Engineers while the the supply of younger (inexperienced) Engineers from
Greek and foreign Universities was secured the last two decades and will probably remain
secured.
Equity
Regarding the sensitivity of providing services that secure basic needs (for example potable
water supply) of large masses of citizens and if we take into account that Civil Engineering
in general supports the infrastructure building and supporting of Developing Countries we
might conclude that pricing for consultancy services is fair.
It is also important to keep in mind that Consulting is a well paid but also very specialised
and decision-taking procedure with high responsibility. We can also say that ECF in general
are under-evaluated in financial terms in contrast to Constructors whose task is
implementing only a Consultants or a designer’s study and are generally more able to drain
additional sums over the initial budget.

The PORTER Model for GECFs in Greece
In conjunction with the elements mentioned in the above paragraph we summarize
according to the five forces model (Porter) :
THREAT OF ENTRY FROM ABROAD: LOW
Economics of scale are manageable but
Access to greek Clients is quite difficult
Experience in the local market non-existent
Retaliation expected, mainly in the case of an SME’s penetration
Potential threat only in “high-technology” areas (special drillings, MIS systems etc.)
Some threat also in the case of big Projects where other specialisation fields (very
specialised technology or financial expertise for example) governs and a GCEC acts as only
as a subcontractor.
THREAT OF INTERNAL ENTRY : LOW TO MEDIUM
Mainly due to already established Firms and small market - exception: already mentioned in
case of ALTs (usually in small scale projects) - Medium threat in case of hard competition in
the case of “prestigious” Projects
SUBSTITUTES : VIRTUALLY NO COMPARABLE SERVICE AVAILABLE
No clear substitute for the time being or at least substitute from the same Industry Sector
(for example irrigation techniques)
Doing without: not applicable (only in secondary “fields”)
SUPPLIERS : LOW TO MEDIUM THREAT
Internal market is well regulated – both for the provision of labour forces or expertise- only
exception are highly experienced engineers
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It is also possible to drain experts from abroad nowadays (at higher cost)
CLIENTS : MEDIUM THREAT
Internal market consists of few Clients
Clients usually public Corporations with a lot of bureaucracy (old specifications, payment
delays, etc.)
National legislation still “stiff” (adaptation to general EU-standards is progressing slowly)
Very limited “own-funding” and decision making
COMPETITIVE RIVALRY : LOW
It can be said that although the competitive rivalry seems low the overall picture for the
sustainable development of GECFs within Greece is not positive and a stagnation is
imminent. Apart from being a small specialized Market both the State and the Firms
themselves failed until now to restructure the services provided according to European and
global standards and trends and failed to move outside Greece.

CRITICAL ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS IN THE LAST 5 YEARS (in GREECE)
POSITIVE TRIGGERING
Exceptional good economic situation of Greece overall until 2000-1 (European Monetary
Union EMU)
EU’s Cohesion Fund continued (Third)
Projected Olympic Games 2004 in Greece have boosted engineering design and construction
at all levels-> Most important for GECF was the fact that in parallel to the preparation of
Olympic Games Installations large scale infrastructure Projects have commenced

NEGATIVE FACTORS
“Smaller” projects stagnated due to concentration to the Olympic Games
Losses at the Athens Stock exchange after 2001 lead to economic and investing
conservatism

ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE
EMU (Monetary union)
New infrastructure Construction Projects all over Greece
Fast and affordable implementation of IT-technologies (cheap PC power, AutoCad, Global
Positioning Systems, Geographical Information Systems, improved cost control at all levels
etc.)
Recent floods in Greece changed the policies of the State
New EU “Water Framework Directive” in 2000
New EU policies introduced (sustainable development & environmental protection)
ISO Standardisation for Services introduced in 2000 (ISO 9000:20009)

Lessons learned
The most important lesson from operations within Greece is that foreign Companies failed to
penetrate the market and this should initiate joint-ventures of GECFs with foreign
Companies so as to “hunt” Projects first in Greece then in the Balkans and in cas eof good
co-operation worldwide under the same Group. Mutual interest should become the most
important trigger, but few Greek Companies really succeeded in building such a confidence
in practice.

9

new standard supports a more comprehensive approach to services than latter one
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Major points that concern ECFs
FIDIC in its annual survey points out major points, which are widely regarded as the main
drivers and the major concerns of ECFs (worldwide). Some of these are especially important
for Greek ECFs and are pointed out in the comments to the right :
Major challenges:
Privatisation
Globalisation (important for operating abroad; is partly positive because of fast transfer of
know-how, poses a severe problem for traditional family-run businesses in Greece)
International market liberalisation
Government outsourcing
Changes in firm size
Changes in type of services provided
New tendering practices (in Greece important, because all new big Projects are shifting to
tendering under 9250/EC – see Annex V)
New approaches to project financing
Infrastructure deficits
New market niches
Demand of world class quality services
BOT/Turnkey construction / Design-Build (no real case in Greece, yet)
Strategic alliances
Partnering and joint ventures
Risk management
Integrity management
Sustainable development
Information technology
Main threats that consulting firms are facing:
Unfair competition from non-governmental organizations (increasingly important, although
most NGOs do not have the technical expertise as a CEF; they usually participate in
programmes for relief (disaster), against AIDS, hunger , in education programmes etc.)
Unfair competition from universities and/or research centres, numerous examples in Greece,
is though sometimes positive, due to the fact that for big Projects the involvement of
Universities is unavoidable)
Unfair competition for government agencies (seldom but has been observed in Greece)
Competition from in-house services (not important, due to the fact that Greec ECF small size
and specialization in 1-2 domains only)
Competition from management consultants (increasingly important threat)
Competition from accounting firms (not important)
Competition from contractors (theoretically not applicable, but will becaome the most
important threat when market in Greece will be fully liberalized)
Economy downturn (important)
Price competition (very important, see also ALTs)
Low fees (in conjuction with inadequate legislation, quite important but in any case selection
is still based on price –competition. When QBS will become important as in the EU after the
re-structuring of the business services sector, fees will be dictated by the market)
Erratic work loads (organizational drawback, common in Greece but manageable)
Corruption
Low image of consulting engineering (not the Case in Greece)
Difficulty in attracting young professionals to the industry (the difficulty lies only in the fact
that Greek Engineers are unwilling to work abroad, especially in long-term missions)
Litigation
High insurance costs (partly a problem for small Firms)
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OTHER OPPORTUNITIES (NON-EU)
Apart from EuropAid (and EDF, IBRD) there are other oportunities for Greek Companies to
provide services worldwide. We sum up with a short overview of the possibilities and the
restrictions that apply:
- World Bank Group (www.worldbank.org)
One of the world's largest sources of development assistance, the World Bank supports the
efforts of developing country governments to build schools and health centers, provide
water and electricity, fight disease, and protect the environment.
Each year the World Bank Group lends between US$15-20 billion to developing country
governments to fund projects for economic development and poverty reduction. This
generates around 40,000 contracts ranging in size from a few thousand dollars to multimillion dollar expenditures for the delivery of a vast range of goods and services.
The Bank also provides an extensive array of advice and facilitates private sector
investments in developing countries to promote growth and opportunity.
The "World Bank" is the name that has come to be used for the International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) and the International Development Association
(IDA). Together these organizations provide low-interest loans, interest-free credit, and
grants to developing countries.
In addition to IBRD and IDA, three other organizations make up the World Bank Group. The
International Finance Corporation (IFC) promotes private sector investment by supporting
high-risk sectors and countries. The Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA)
provides political risk insurance (guarantees) to investors in and lenders to developing
countries. And the International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID)
settles investment disputes between foreign investors and their host countries.
This applies to the procurement of consulting firms when the estimated contract amount is
above US$ 50,000.
The procurement methods of the WB
The Implementing Agencies of borrowing countries can use a variety of procurement
methods on World Bank-financed projects. The method selected depends on a number of
factors including the type of good or service being procured, the value of the good or service
being procured, the potential interest of foreign bidders and even the cost of the
procurement process itself.
There are two separate guidelines that describe the various procurement methods. The
“Red” Guidelines, “Procurement under IBRD Loans and IDA Credits” cover goods,
equipment, civil works and non-consulting services (services with a physical output would
fall under this category – for example: digital mapping). The “Green” Guidelines, “Selection
and Employment of Consultants by World Bank Borrowers” cover consulting services. Both
guidelines address such issues as advertising, bid and proposal submission, evaluation,
pricing, currency, terms of payment, and local content. Companies should read these
guidelines carefully in order to avoid bidding mistakes, to learn how procurement is
conducted correctly, to understand how the guidelines will affect the competitiveness of
their bids or proposals, and to learn how to address queries or complaints during the bidding
process.
The overall objective of the guidelines is to allow borrowing countries to buy high quality
goods and services as economically as possible. In the World Bank’s experience, this
objective is best achieved through transparent, formal competitive bidding. For the
procurement of equipment and civil works, International Competitive Bidding (ICB) is the
procurement method the World Bank encourages its borrowers to use in the majority of
cases. Under ICB, cost is the primary factor in determining a winning bid. Other methods
for procuring goods and civil works include National Competitive Bidding, and International
Shopping.
For the selection of consultants, Quality- and Cost-Based Selection (QCBS) is the method
the World Bank encourages its borrowers to use in the majority of cases. Under QCBS,
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proposals are evaluated based on both their technical merit and price. Other methods for
selecting consultants include Quality-Based Selection (QBS) and Least-Cost Selection.
Standard Bidding Documents (SBDs) and Standard Request for Proposals (SRFPs) are
"templates" that borrowers use to procure goods, works and services for competitively
tendered Bank-financed contracts. In contrast to the procurement guidelines, SBDs set out
provisions for a particular bid. Companies with little bidding or proposal writing experience
on World Bank-financed projects should consider reviewing these documents.
WB poses probably the only real alternative to the EU (development policy/ external aid
projects) for Greek Firms to become active outside Greece. In the WB database from year
2000 to 2004 there are only 9 Greek Suppliers listed. We also estimate that some Greek
Consultants have participated in few Projects with the WB. This means that potentially there
is significant room for Greek Companies to participate in WB Projects, but very few are
aware of this possibility.
- Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) (http://www.oecd.org/)
Greece is Member since 1961. OECD focuses on publications and statistics and its work
covers
economic
and
social
issues
from
macroeconomics,
to
trade,
education, development and science and innovation. The OECD plays a prominent role in
fostering good governance in the public service and in corporate activity. It helps
governments to ensure the responsiveness of key economic areas with sectoral monitoring.
By deciphering emerging issues and identifying policies that work, it helps policy-makers
adopt strategic orientations. It is well known for its individual country surveys and reviews,
including Greece (appr. 20 publications up to 4/2004). It provides information to greek
engineering Companies but no direct procurement services.
-United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) (http://www.undp.org)
Greek Companies can participate in Projects financed by the UNDP programme. UNDP allows
and even encourages small-medium Enterprises to participate in their calls for tender (or
RFQ). UNDP procures goods and services through competitive solicitations. The following
methods are used for the procurement of goods and services:
-Request for Quotation (RFQ)
The most flexible and least formal method that is applied for procuring goods, services
and/or works. RFQ’s call for a written quotation.
RFQ applies to contracts exceeding the range $2,500 but less than $100,000
-Invitation to Bid (ITB)
An ITB is normally used whenever the entity is not required to propose technical approaches
to a project activity, or to offer management or supervision of an activity. ITB’s are used
when the entity is to provide its cost requirements to meet precise specifications sought
from UNDP. This is normally the case when UNDP buys goods. It may also apply to work
contracts and services that can be expressed quantitatively and qualitatively. ITB applies to
contracts exceeding $100,000
-Request for Proposal (RFP)
RFP is used when the inputs and/or outputs cannot be quantitatively and qualitatively
expressed at the time the invitation is made, as for example consulting or similar services
are sought. A RFP may also be used for purchase of complex goods when you are not sure
of the functional specifications and wish to seek proposals.
RFP applies to contracts exceeding $100,000.00
Interesting is also the possibilities that arise from the diffusion of Internet as for example
promoted through SDNP of UNDP (http://www.sdnp.undp.org/about/).
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- Inter-American Development Bank (IDB)
Greece in not a Member, cannot participate (although registered with DACON through the
World Bank)
- African Development Bank (ADB)
Greece is not a Member, cannot participate directly
- Asian Development Bank (ADB)
Greece in not a Member, cannot participate
- International Monetary Fund (IMF)
Greece is Member since 1945. The work of the IMF is of three main types: Surveillance
involves the monitoring of economic and financial developments, and the provision of policy
advice, aimed especially at crisis-prevention. The IMF also lends to countries with balance of
payments difficulties, to provide temporary financing and to support policies aimed at
correcting the underlying problems; loans to low-income countries are also aimed especially
at poverty reduction. Third, the IMF provides countries with technical assistance and training
in its areas of expertise. Supporting all three of these activities is IMF work in economic
research and statistics. For the consulting engineering Companies in Greece IMF only
provides with information on Projects that might affect the strategy of the Companies
because IMF does not directly procure Projects in engineering.
Companies could
theoretically indirectly benefit, for example in case of emergency assistance (natural
disasters) where they could provide services.
- Nordic Environment Finance Corporation (NEFCO) and Nordic Investment Bank (NIB)
The Nordic Countries (Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway and Sweden) are members of
NEFCO/NIB whose purpose is to facilitate the implementation of environmentally beneficial
projects in the neighbouring region, with transboundary effects which also benefit the Nordic
region. Greece cannot participate in these Projects but can benefit from publications,
especially Companies active in the environment sector.
- North American Development Bank (NADB)
The NADB generally requires that public sector contracts for infrastructure projects be
awarded on the basis of international competitive bidding. There is unrestricted
participation, i.e. the procedures do not discriminate between foreign and local suppliers or
contractors. This of course allows Greek Firms to participate in Projects and the tendering.
But due to nature of this financing Institution (US-Mexico) it is practically restricted to US
and Mexican Companies and no Greek Company has ever participated in a NADB financed
Project.

Challenges for the Greek Engineering Companies
Philosophy
The philosophy of a Consultant is more the less similar over the World, with variations in the
technical implementation and the business practices. The difficulty for a Greek Consultant
and Engineer lies in the fact that he operated protected and has not been able to secure a
market share in Europe and the World. Family-run businesses with short-vision and everyday struggle to produce and acquire new Projects resulted in failing to follow the trend of
other Industries (such as Trading Companies) which realized that in order to survive they
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must be prepared to re-locate resources, widen their markets and even re-structure to
remain competitive. The idea that a Consultant Engineer cannot be replaced, unfortunately
only now begins to deteoriate and will probably lead to major changes in the market (both in
demand and supply). Greece already experienced that due to the Olympic preparations and
the re-structuring of the Constructors’ Industry recently.

Forms of Innovation (IT)
Engineers have automated their own operations through a variety of ways:
-proprietary computer-aided design and drafting (CADD) software systems capable of
tripling productivity
-interactive CADD systems with on-line databases that automatically issue change notices,
revised drawings and updated material bills
-computer-assisted engineering design (CAED) systems, which calculate elements such as
structural analysis, foundation design, slope stability and earthquake resistance
-Management Information Systems (MIS) for estimating, project scheduling, cost control
and materials tracking (in case of BOOT projects).
Project management innovations and proprietary construction techniques can reduce
construction costs. Currently, most Companies that operate internationally work with several
independent databases, moving control from one to the other during successive stages in
design and fabrication. Emerging computer-based construction management systems
integrate these databases with procurement decisions. They smooth the flow of work,
reduce inventories during construction, improve productivity and cut costs.
Superior technological expertise can save on operating costs. Most successful design firms
have the expertise not only to design more efficient plants, but also to make incremental
improvements over previous designs. This expertise, and associated hardware and software,
are also assisting firms to diversify into areas such as geomatics10 and environmental waste
handling systems. Unfortunatelly in Greece most engineering design firms do not have
research departments and if an application or procedure is developed it is usually not
documented, marketed or enhanced. This of course means that the development of
proprietary processes is very limited.
As in any industry, "improved processes" lower the design-, construction- or operating
costs. By developing proprietary process technology, firms may be able to insist on handling
contracts on a turnkey basis, thereby avoiding the need for separate design and
construction bids. Such turnkey contracts allow consulting engineering firms to minimize
project life-cycle costs, rather than just design costs.
Consulting engineering firms are critically important agents in the technology diffusion
process. They apply advanced technologies in their project design and development work.
They import technology developed abroad and diffuse them by undertaking similar projects
within Greece and in developing Countries.

Investment and Financing
The international capital market is primarily shaped by three driving forces:
-privatization
-competition for scarce risk capital
-rising competition for both new and replacement infrastructure projects.
Governments facing fiscal cutbacks are turning to privatization of assets and agencies to
fight debilitating deficits. The extent to which privatization is encouraged by governments
contributes directly to the ability of goods and services firms to export this experience. This
approach was first adopted in the United Kingdom, France, the United States, Argentina,
Chile and Malaysia, and is now being widely endorsed as an important feature of economic
policy in many other countries as well.
10
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Infrastructure privatization activities in Greece are in the last years been pursued to a
smaller degree as in other European countries and it is believed that ithese activities will
form a significant part, if not the majority of the big infrastructure projects in the near
future in Greece.
The challenge is for medium-sized and smaller consulting engineering firms to operate
efficiently and effectively in the new global environment is forcing Companies to arrange
creative financing packages with banks and other financial institutions, governments and
private investors will undoubtedly be more successful. Until now the need for financing has
been covered by on-going Projects, small loans and partly through cutting-costs and
reducing costs (leasing, shifting of non-critical expenditures etc.) and by extending a
Projects’ subject and budget through supplementary works. In the future much more
stringent project controlling will be required, especially because of the more complex
projects that are been procured (multi-disciplinary, lower prices and more expensive experts
who need to be hired).
Private sector financing encourages engineering firms undertaking integrated projects to
minimize their construction-phase carrying costs to avoid building excess capacity and to
establish firm operating revenues. Creative financing can include the use of supplier and
export credits, foreign government guarantees, multilateral development bank financing,
bilateral aid tied to donor-country suppliers, and countertrade.
Risk capital availability for infrastructure projects will be determined by the rewards and
incentives set by governments and utilities, the extent of conversion to BOOT-type capacity
and consequent cost savings, and the ability of consulting engineers to forge links with
capital markets and manage their portfolios. Unfortunatelly Greek Engineering Companies
have not been succesful in securing revenues from the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) which is funding Projects through international financial
institutions (IFIs) such as the World Bank. Under IFI financing, the World Bank group and
the regional development banks provide $40 billion annually for project financing, which is
matched by borrowing countries and financiers.

Employement within GECF
Human Resources are the most important asset of a Consultancy Company. Nowadays, due
to the globalisation and need for flexibility, all major Consulting engineering Firms are
altering their hiring practices by shifting toward short-term employment contracts on a jobby-job basis. This is referred (outside Greece) to as the "Hollywood model," because, as in
film production, firms maintain core management and technical competency but rely on
associates and specialists for extra help and special expertise during peak times. When a
project is finished, overhead is minimized by maintaining skeleton staffs with minimal office
space. The difficulty lies in the fact that the Firm has to maintain a strict HRM and PM
techniques and additionally such practices are not supported by the State (especially IKA,
which is the greek state Employers’ Insurance Agency).
Increasingly, unless they are principals of their own firms, consulting engineers work on a
project-by-project basis, and are paid on a contract basis. The short-term, project-byproject job structure requires continual self-marketing and a broad set of entrepreneurial
skills to win contracts. The benefit is that, with good time management and the use of
flexible working hours, both management and contract engineers can enhance their personal
freedom and choice. For organizations without a continuous stream of similar project work,
contracting decreases the need for in-house staff and generally improves access to required
skills and experience on a temporary basis. Contracting out can also contribute to
independent firm growth through export market development.
This trend poses challenges to consulting engineering firms in terms of achieving an
appropriate balance between core and contract staff and in providing staff with the skills
they need through training and life-long learning initiatives. Professionals skilled in
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computer-aided design and drafting (CADD) and computer-assisted engineering design
(CAED) programs and innovative industry techniques are more likely to obtain continuing
employment than those who are not. However, leading-edge computer technology is
continually evolving, and user skills in a particular program are short-lived. Thus, the
emergence of the "knowledge economy" has contributed to increased short-term
employment in this industry.
Throughout the industry, attitudes are changing toward a philosophy of life-long learning,
because independent consulting engineering entrepreneurs are marketable only so long as
they grow and enhance their expertise. The rapid evolution of a technology is affecting the
type of training required both in universities and on the job. In addition to advanced
technical and computer skills, young graduates need more sophisticated training in project
planning, financing and operating as well as marketing and self-promotion. To succeed, they
must continue to demonstrate their competitive advantage in domestic and international
markets. For young Greek engineers, the outlook is not the best: although well qualified,
they have limited experience in the international environment, rarely speak a second
language (besides Gree, English), are unwilling to move outside Greece for an international
Project and are unfamiliar with methods and project management requirements and EU or
WB- procedures. Training is usually inadequedly provided by the Firms although continuing
education is well established through various public institutions (Universities, Technical
Chamber of Greece etc). Through Programmes initiated by the Hellenic Government, the EU
and private educational Institutes11 a lot of young Engineers are given access to consulting
engineering firms in the form of practice, on-the-job trainings and for preparing their
dissertations.

Consulting engineers also need to match computer skills and software with client systems.
Consulting engineers must be able to work with client software, or at least transfer work to
software that will perform similar functions. Clients demand the use of up-to-date software,
not only to enhance engineering productivity but also to interface with their own
technologies.
New and emerging areas in consulting engineering such as environmental services,
integration of manufacturing processes, health, geographical information systems (GIS) and
software development must also be matched with the appropriate human resources skills.
New university graduates are increasingly being recognized as possessing very relevant
basic skills in new information technologies that are not readily available elsewhere.
Increasing numbers of women students are enrolled in engineering curricula, but the
number of women employed in the industry remains low but is continually increasing since
the 1990s. Nowadays, we estimate that appr. 30% of the engineering Students in EMP
(National Metsovion Polytechnics, the most important engineering educational Institute in
Greece) are female.

Sustainable Development and Environmental Projects
Recently, a lot of weight is being given to the protection and cleaning up the world
environment by introducing “cleaner” technologies. The Greek consulting engineering
industry is not exhibiting considerable technical expertise in environmental services in areas
such as hazardous waste, solid waste, water and waste water, air pollution, recovery and
recycling. Interestingly enough (see Table in Annex II, Category 27 – environmental
services) there are few Companies active in this Industry with none having officially over 6
years of experience. This is due to the fact that environmental projects have been in the
past been part of other engineering Studies (usually water management and landscape/
urban planning Studies) with a minimal budget and standard minimum procedures for
covering the EU directives and protecting the citizen with merely sanitation requirements
only. After the new law in 1998 and after having realized the trend in Europe and the World
(Kyoto summit) the GECFs are moving to “building” capacities and expertise in the
11
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environmental sector rapidly. There are also 2-3 certifications according to EN:ISO 29000 as
of the year 2004 for GCFs.
As it is evident GECFs rely on the expertise of Individuals and there are actually very few
Companies (with more than 5-10 experts) which are active in environmental management
that goes beyond the technical requirements of a particular technical structure towards
environmental protection and ecological management. From these only 2-3 are active
abroad. These Companies are forced to form strategic alliances between firms within Greece
but usually with foreign Firms (who possess significant experience). Due to the fact that
many opportunities exist in the newly wealthy and developing countries which are facing a
substantial pollution load due to a combination of old, polluting industries and inadequate
infrastructure (for example Eastern Europe) Greek Companies must match their strategies
so as to secure part of these Projects for themselves.

Greek ECFs SCENARIO ANALYSIS
SHORT TERM (1-2 years)
POSITIVE SCENARIO
It seems that an expansion to the Balkans is imminent (Accession Countries). Due to the
proximity (i.e. FYROM) and good relations (i.e. former Yugoslavia) Greek Companies
supposedly have an advantage.
In 2001 Greek laws restructured the Construction Sector Companies- immediately mergers
and acquisitions followed resulting in a strong competitive environment dominated by large
Groups (oligopoly)- the same draft law has been presented in 2002 for the Engineering
Consulting and Design Bureaus- it is probable that if modifications succeed a similar Law will
be passed by the Parliament which will lead to a new philosophy, oriented towards
competition and will bring advantages for making Co-operations and Mergers that will make
it possible for GECF to be able to compete other European Consultants in the World Market.
If the Olympic Games in 2004 prove to be a major success that will boost the image of
Greece worldwide and Greek Companies will have a sole opportunity to expand into new
markets with confidence.
The positive outcomes of these changes will be evident within the next few years. The
support of the Greek State will play a very important role in that.

NEGATIVE SCENARIO
The negotiations on the new framework for the GECF fail. The State does not have enough
funding for new in-country Projects (due to shift to Construction & preparation of the
Olympic Games12) and if the State does not promote immediately with the investment into
the Balkans and additionally fails to secure the regional support funding of the EBRD for
Greece then probably:
Choking of new Project Funding and lack of Motivation for providing services abroad (also in
competency in being competitive) will lead to a sharp decline of turnovers of all Engineering
Companies. Not enough infrastructure Projects are co-financed from the EU in Greece
anymore (cohesion funding until 2006).
If the Olympic Games show significant organisational13 problems then the possibility that the
Greek Economy shall benefit from these will be void and a series of interrelated negative
outcomes will probably affect the Engineering Community too. The war in Iraq (in 2003)
12

Engineering Consultants have already finished major infrastructure Studies in 2002
the case of extended terrorism activities is out of question, since it would be not a negative but a “worst-case”
scenario for all of the Greeks
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and the continuing difficulties in the region continue to bring destabilisation of one or more
years to the global economy and indirectly influence Greece.
The outcome in any case will be the same as for every other business unit-> closing of
Firms not able to acquire enough Projects to survive, increasingly competition in financial
terms alone (ALTs) and inability to invest anywhere (domestic or foreign markets, no
liquidity) and firing of employees.

LONG TERM (5-10 years)
POSITIVE SCENARIO
The expansion to the Balkans proves successful. Through good engineering and Consulting
Practices Greek Engineering Companies stabilised their presence and move first into Turkey
(probably acceding Country by that time). Greek economy in general continues to show
positive trends and new Projects are financed in the Country in a stable regulated way.
Foreign Companies have more confidence in the abilities of GECFs and Management and try
to co-operate and invade new markets (CIS Countries).
GEFCs expand their activities into new fields (mainly pure management consultancy) or
merge with such Companies and complement their services and become more attractive for
international Clients. The experience curve is getting significant bigger and the Companies
can move into other bigger Markets, such as India or China.
A common EU policy in addition to a strong position of Europe against USA and a final
integration14 of Greece at all levels in the EU will automatically help a growing Greek
Consultancy Firm to provide services to Markets previously reserved to Dutch, German,
French and even US- , Canada and Japanese Corporations.
NEGATIVE SCENARIO
The initial choking of funds has led to some improvements in the market (self regulation and
feedback principle) but the remaining Companies still fail to get support by the Greek State
and with no strong financial position they are unable to recover (not to mention keep the
pace or innovate). The “new” Countries from Eastern Europe grasped the opportunity and
restructured the sectors where they lacked. After economic restructuring and conversion to
the free-market they still have lower wages than the older EU Member States and begin to
provide very good quality/low price- services. They move to the CIS Countries and Turkey
too along with Western European Consultancy Firms.
Due to lack of major projects in Greece the Construction Companies take advantage of the
liberalization of trade and services and are allowed to operate as Consultants too. They
absorb smaller Offices with tradition (brand name) or exclusive technology and they
compete with the GECFW. Finally on the personal level for the first time in Greece a major
“emigration” of Greek Engineers to foreign Companies which still operate successfully, takes
place. Virtually there will be no significant Greek engineering Company in the form it is
operating today.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR GECFs
Some recommendations for the Greek Industry of engineering Firms are:
The industry needs to adopt a corporate culture that values increased teamwork and
employee empowerment, and supports continuous learning and adaptation to meet
changing customer needs and to build successful business relationships.
Firms need more participative, non-traditional organizational forms (a major drawback for
Greek Companies).
A stronger infrastructure for continuing education, including agreement on how to fund
training, is needed. Ad hoc and technical training need to be supplemented with "soft skills"
training such as teamwork and communications, and business skills, with reimbursement for
employees who successfully complete external courses.
Responsive compensation and reward systems such as profit-sharing, ownership
participation and results-based incentives are needed, as well as remuneration comparable
with that of engineers in other sectors.
The industry image should be improved to demonstrate potential value-added.
Advanced technologies are used in consulting engineering firms to create value for clients by
improving quality or reducing the costs of design, construction and operation. These
innovations fall into four basic categories: automation, project management and
construction techniques, technological expertise and proprietary processes.
The small size of most consulting engineering firms affords them few resources to perform
R&D other than small-scale applied research in their specialized fields. Software
development is one example. Such programs are used for marketing as well as for raising
revenues.
Firms need to provide the full range of services associated with design-build, turnkey and
BOOT-type projects to win contracts and capture the benefits of downstream business.
Success in the future will depend on placing greater emphasis on consortia building based
on linkages with a number of key sectors, including the financial sector.
Given the domestic market outlook, success must be achieved in international markets,
particularly in Asia and Latin America, for both IFI and privately funded capital projects,
including infrastructure privatization projects.
A greater number of firms in the industry need to become export oriented in order to take
advantage of growing international opportunities.
Financial institutions must play a stronger role in international project financing.
The government must achieve a more strategic coordination of its programs and services in
support of the international business development interests of the industry.
Concerning the information supply that is abundant in the Internet and in printed form, a
GECF should try to build a “knowledge pool” that will focus on two main pillars:
- Information that is publicly available (both technical and for strategic purposes). This
canmust be continuously updated and managed as a Company’s asset. With the use of an
internal database and a person responsible for the update and categorizing this information
should be available to every employee through the local network.
- Internal information: this great added-value information sources from Projects and
expertise from Projects prepared in-house and is the major asset of the Company over the
years. A major difficulty is that this information (which is usually technically of a high level)
is spread, is usually not recorded properly or is managed by employees who do realize the
value for the Company. Poor standardization and lack of time (for recording and rganizing
that knowledge) are both common and good reasons for neglecting the archiving and use of
that information. Again this information can only be manages through a central database15.
Finally a Company will surely benefit from documents and data from all professional
Organizations that provide such documents (with or without charging). For example,
15
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FIDIC supplies Contracts and Agreements and related services as well as products for
business practice. Greek ECFs should try to adapt to the new global environment by taking
into account the experience that FIDIC and established big ECFs have gathered by studying
FIDICs’ international agreements & agreements, dispute resolution papers. Also available
are business practice documents on quality management, consultants selection, integrityand risk management, management training, environmental sustainable management
(emerging issue worldwide) as well as statistics and other country data for Companies that
are operating outside of their home base location. In case the GECF needs to operate with
the UN it should read the UN-supplier guidelines at http://www.iapso.org/supplying/ or at
http://www.devbusiness.com/ which are the official information sources on participating in
the supply of services to the UN.
For the World Bank a GECF should get itself registered with DACON16 and IFC and can
search for current opportunities (Requests for Expressions Interest for consultants) which
are hired directly by the World Bank for its operational work and are published in
http://web.worldbank.org and at http://www.dgmarket.com/eproc/

Experiences drawn from the Case of ENB Ltd
ENB Ltd is a typical example of a Greek Engineering Consulting Firm. It was established in
1986 from the shareholders of a mother Company operating in Greece since 1969 and with
roots as far back as 1963. The mother Company has an experience over 40 years in its
fields of specialization and is nowadays a well established Company in the upper 10% of the
market in hydraulic engineering in terms of volume (turnover and projects’ number).
ENB Ltd emerged from the need to pursue Projects outside Greece. The Company could
benefit from the absence of other greek ECFs in the EU-market back in the 1980s (then
European Community). There were no official quotas but it is evident that 20 years ago it
was favorable to promote at least the participation of Greek Companies in EU tendering
procedures. Major Companies from Germany, Great Britain, France, Italy, Spain, Belgium
and Holland dominated the game. Interestingly enough Greek Companies were almost
completeley absent, even in joint-ventures, unless it was a Project in Greece itself. Lack of
commitment of professional Bodies in Greece, poor vision of Managers and stakeholders og
GECFs were hindering any real involvement outside Greece, although there have been
attempts. These were usually by Firms that had contacts to Constructors, who have been
active abroad (mostly for private Clients, i.e. not under EU control, for example in the Arab
peninsula.)
ENB Ltd got its first Project outside Greece in 1986 (in the Dominican Republic). After the
second Project followed (Angola) the Company started to gather experience in participating
in tendering and running Projects under EU procedures. Approximatelly 90% of the tenders
resulted into rejection, non-compliance or non-award. The remaining 10% formed the basis
for starting-up business internationally with a core staff of 8 people. Most Projects were
specialized services (mainly disaster recovery, water supply and technical assistance) and
were carried out mostly locally by a Team of expatriates and with local engineers and
Technicians. Almost in any Project there has been a local Firm, which acted as a
Subcontractor or as a partner. Local expertise was partly a requirement (for the EU
development policy so as to involve the beneficiary state) but was and is still is a key in the
success of the Project. Locals know the existing situation, have good contacts, are providing
services at very low rates and build a basis for the operations abroad (usually have some
infrastructure and expertise in their Country). Nowadays ENB Ltd gets 1-2 major Projects
per year that allows the Company not only to survive but to build up expertise and pursuit
new Projects worldwide. Major Areas focused geographically are: Middle East, Western
Africa and ACP Countries. Unfortunatelly there has been no breakthrough in the Eastern
europe (where 2-3 other GECFs have been already established). The future seems good in
view of the fact that accumulated experience sums to about 20 years of operations. For a
greek SME to be present abroad in atechnical field this is a very strong asset.
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The main lessons learned at ENB Ltd in the last 20 years can be summarized as follows:
A strategy that suits the european environment must be adopted,
A clear focus (for example in a region) is important,
Technical expertise must be existing,
Lobbying is very important,
Good co-operations (if possible long-term) with other Companies must be build,
Supplying of an excellent Tender dossier is very important,
Registration with all relevant Organizations and databases is essential,
Multi-lingual and cross-functional capabilities are usually required,
Project controlling is very important,
And last but not least, experience must be built up coupled with engineering excellence.

CONCLUSION
Within this Project Dissertation a lot of important issues, such as global competition (i.e. big
multinational US, Japanese Consultancy Firms) or the increasingly important Information
Technologies sector (critical to a Consultant) have not been directly addressed, but from
what has been written we can say that major changes have to take place in order to avoid
the non-presence of GECFs in the international markets.
In general the Consultancy business environment in the Engineering Sector seems to have
promising growth perspectives in Eastern Europe and in the developing World and less in
Greece itself. The changes will be dramatically if one takes into account the accession of
Eastern Countries and the non-equilibrium in the labour market. The pre-accession
procedures already showed a shift of Consultancy to economic and public services
restructuring which immediately affected the Consultancy Sector. In the developing
Countries the focus remains on Infrastructure Projects, i.e. on classical Engineering Studies
and Technical Assistance.
Against the dominant traditional small- and almost family-ran business philosophy in Greece
a new approach should be adopted, based on the following key elements: global strategy or
at least within the EU’s context and objectives, better information and acquisition
procedures (more competitive), more efficient production and solid investment into solid and
loyal people (HRM) since the specific Industry is based on very specialized services. The
most important points a GECF should take into consideration are:
Better understanding of what is happening in the sector and where it's heading
More Competition-driven Strategy like in other sectors (such as retailing, finance)
Better adjustment to Client (strive for a better quality of services)
Strategic merging or at least long-term co-operations between Companies, especially
already established European Ones (who have the experience and are registered at the EU)
Identification of alternative areas for future growth and investment (such as Environmental
management or IT-Consulting)
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ANNEXES
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ANNEX I - Excerpts from paper which sets out a summary of the main features of the
Commission’s proposal for the EU’s services offer in the GATS negotiations under the Doha
Development Agenda (DDA)
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
The Commission is proposing improved market access for non-EU nationals in sub-sectors of
interest to many partners, notably developing countries. The sectoral coverage of legal services’
commitments has been broadened so that foreign lawyers and law firms can establish in any
Member State and provide legal services in respect of the law of any country in which those
lawyers are qualified. The practice of EC law and of the national law of Member States is subject
to admission to a Bar in the EC.
The offer is conditional on other WTO Members making substantive offers in sectors where the
EU has made requests
Subject to the fulfilment of the necessary qualifications required by EU law it is also proposed
that foreign accountants be allowed to review and compile financial statements and other
accounting information for EU clients and that foreign architects and engineers be able to provide
plans, designs, projects, specifications or cost estimates to their clients in the EU, without being
discriminated against on the basis of their nationality.
….
CONSTRUCTION AND RELATED ENGINEERING SERVICES
The Commission proposes to eliminate some national limitations to market access and national
treatment. This responds to requests made not only by industrialised countries but also by DCs,
and removes obstacles for foreign companies to set up and develop their business in the EU.
….
ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES SECTOR
Environmental services are of growing importance in all countries, and there is a strong potential
for the liberalisation of this sector to result in a 'win-win' scenario through better environmental
protection, diffusion of modern technology and know-how. In the proposal, access to foreign
providers of waste water, sanitation and similar services, who wish to establish in the European
Union, is allowed (most Member States already committed these services during the Uruguay
Round). The EU also proposes market access and national treatment for providers of noise and
vibration abatement services. The offer also foresees that advisory services for the protection of
biodiversity and landscape could be offered by foreign companies to EU clients on a 'crossborder' basis, that is, without the foreign company having to
establish a presence in the EU. Foreign companies who have a contract to provide environmental
services with a client in the EU will be able to send skilled personnel to the EU to provide these
services for up to six months at a time. This is particularly relevant in the area of consulting,
environmental impact assessments, and similar service activities.
Overseas companies, who have a contract to provide certain services with a client in the EU, will
be able to send skilled personnel to the EU to provide these services for up to six months at a
time. The EU already has commitments in this area, but the proposal extends the number of
sectors that are covered, as well as the permitted length of stay and length of the und erlying
contract.
…
Self-employed skilled professionals working in certain sectors and based overseas will be able to
enter the EU for up to six months at a time to provide services to EU clients. In all these cases,
EU and national working conditions, minimum wage requirements, and any collective wage
agreements will continue to apply. EU Member States will continue to be able to refuse entry to
persons that pose a security threat or are considered to be at risk of abusing the terms of their
entry.
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ANNEX II – Categories and Classes of Greek Engineering Degrees for Companies listed at
Ministry of Public Works and Environment
Number denotes the total number of Companies registered for the class
Class (ΤΑΞΗ
ΠΤΥΧΙΟΥ)
Category
(Κατηγορία):
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

E

D

C

0
5
0
0
1
68
16
16
39
41
1
0
32
0
0
39
0
0
1
0
24
0
0
6
0
0
0

2
15
0
0
0
26
48
48
6
53
6
0
22
1
6
91
0
0
0
3
6
0
0
10
0
0
0

26
36
23
1
14
34
23
23
13
49
14
0
48
5
19
33
1
5
1
3
24
0
2
2
8
1
36

WHERE:
Class C: >4 years experience
Class D: >6 years experience
Class E: >12 years experience
Categories:
1. Χωροταξικές και Ρυθµιστικές Μελέτες - (Land planning and general planning services)
2. Πολεοδοµικές και Ρυµοτοµικές Μελέτες - (Streer and urban planning services)
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3. Μελέτες Οικονοµικές - (Economic Studies)
4. Μελέτες Κοινωνικές - (Social Studies)
5. Μελέτες οργανώσεως και επιχειρησιακής έρευνας - (Business Operation Research and
Organizational Services).
6. Αρχιτεκτονικές Μελέτες Κτιριακών ΄Έργων - (Building Architecture)
7. Ειδικές Αρχιτεκτονικές Μελέτες (∆ιαµόρφωσης εσωτερικών και εξωτερικών χώρων,
µνηµείων, αποκατάστασης-διατήρησης παραδοσιακών κτιρίων και οικισµών και τοπίου) (Special architectural services, i.e. internal, external landscape and building refurbishment).
8. Στατικές Μελέτες (Μελέτες για φέρουσες κατασκευές κτιρίων και µεγάλων ή ειδικών
τεχνικών έργων). (Statics, bearing structural of buildings and big infrastructure projects)
9. Μελέτες Μηχανολογικές – Ηλεκτρολογικές – Ηλεκτρονικές - (Mechanical. Electrical,
Electronic Engineering)
10. Μελέτες Συγκοινωνιακών Έργων (οδών, σιδηροδροµικών γραµµών, µικρών τεχνικών έργων,
έργων υποδοµής αερο-λιµένων και κυκλοφοριακές) - (Road and Transportation Engineering)
11. Μελέτες Λιµενικών Έργων - (Harbour engineering)
12. Μελέτες Μεταφορικών Μέσων (χερσαίων, πλωτών, εναέριων) - (Transportation Media
Studies)
13. Μελέτες Υδραυλικών ΄Έργων (Εγγειοβελτικών ΄Έργων, Φραγµάτων, Υδρεύσεων και
Αποχετεύσεων) - (Land reclamation, Hydraulic engineering, i.e. irrigation engineering, dams,
water supply and sewerage networks)
14. Ενεργειακές Μελέτες (Θερµοηλεκτρικές, Υδροηλεκτρικές, Πυρηνικές) - (Themoelectric,
Water powered and nuclear power energy generation studies)
15. Μελέτες Βιοµηχανιών (Προγραµµατισµός – Σχεδιασµός – Λειτουργία) - (Planning, Design
and Operation of Industrial complexes)
16. Μελέτες Τοπογραφίας (Γεωδαιτικές, Φωτογραµµετρικές, Χαρτογραφικές, Κτηµατογραφικές
και Τοπογραφικές) - (Survey engineering, incl. Geodesy, Photogrammetric, Cadastral and
Surveying Studies)
17. Χηµικές Μελέτες και ΄Ερευνες - (Chemical studies)
18. Χηµικοτεχνικές Μελέτες - (Chemico-technical, Process Engineering)
19. Μεταλλευτικές Μελέτες και ΄Ερευνες - (Ore extraction Studies)
20. Μελέτες και ΄Ερευνες Γεωλογικές Υδρογεωλογικές και Γεωφυσικές - (Geological, Hydrogeological and Geophysical Studies)
21. Γεωτεχνικές Μελέτες και ΄Ερευνες - (Geo-technical Engineering)
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22. Εδαφολογικές Μελέτες και ΄Ερευνες - (Soil Engineering)
23. Μελέτες Γεωργικές (Γεωργοοικονοµικές- Γεωργοτεχνικές Εγγείων Βελτιώσεων,
Γεωργοκτηνοτροφικού Προγραµµατισµού, Γεωργοκτηνοτροφικών Εκµεταλλεύσεων) (Agricultural Engineering, Planning of animal farms)
24. Μελέτες ∆ασικές (διαχείρησης δασών και ορεινών βοσκοτόπων, δασοτεχνική διευθέτησης
ορεινών λεκανών χειµάρρων, αναδασώσεων, δασικών οδών και δασικών µεταφορικών
εγκαταστάσεων) - (Studies concerning management of re-forestations, forest roads, basins of
torrents etc.)
25. Μελέτες φυτοτεχνικής διαµόρφωσης περιβάλλοντος χώρου και έργων πρασίνου - (Landscape
engineering)
26. Μελέτες Αλιευτικές - (Fisheries Studies)
27. Περιβαλλοντικές Μελέτες (Προεδρικό ∆ιάταγµα υπ΄. αριθ. 256/1998) - (Environmental
Studies).
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Annex III – Greek Engineering Companies involved in operations outside Greece
Source: SEGM (2003 data)
Name of Company

Percentage
of turnover
abroad:

Persons
employed:

(Appr.)
Turnover in
millions EURO:

Areas of specializations :

ACC Ltd

10 %

12

0,3 – 0,6

Economic, Transportation and
Operation Research

ADO SA

15 %

110

2,9 – 4,4

Mainly transportation and
surveying

ADK Ltd

10 %

150

5,9 – 8,8

Multidisciplinary

ASSOCIATED
CONSULTING
ENGINEERS INTL

100 %

450

8,8

Multidisciplinary

BETAPLAN AEM

5%

41

1

GAMMA4

6%

10

0,3 – 0,6

Geology, Hydrogeology

DENCO SA

12 %

64

2,9 – 4,4

Statics, transportation, harbour
engineering

DIEDROS SA

5%

18

0,15

Electromechanica engineering,
Architecture

DOXIADIS &
ASSOCIATES SA

15 %

110

2,9 – 4,4

ECOS SA

5%

15

0,9

ENB Ltd

100 %

15

1,5 (*)

ENERGOGROUP SA

100 %

19

0,3 – 0,6

ENVECO SA

12 %

16

0,9
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Architecture, Urban planning,
Statics, Transportation, Surveying
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harbour engineering
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EPEM SA

15 %

22

0,15 – 0,3

Electromechanical, Industrial
engineering

EPSILON SA

10 %

30

0,6 – 0,9

Hydraulics, Surveying,
Architectural

GEOTER SA

5%

12

0,15 – 0,30

HELLENCO Ltd

4%

61

2

KARAVOKYRIS &
ASSOCIATES Ltd

10 %

18

0,6 – 0,9

Hydraulics

KYRIAKIDES &
ASSOCIATES SA

20 %

20

0,3 – 0,6

Architectural

LAIAKIS & MATAGOS
CONSULTING
ENGINEERS Ltd

10 %

12

0,15 – 0,3

Electromechanical

LDK – EKO SA

20 %

20 (***)

?

MARNERIS &
ASSOCIATES CONS.
ENG. Ltd

5%

14

0,15 – 0,3

MARNET SA

5%

10

0,5

MOUZAKIS &
ASSOCIATES
ARCHITECTS Ltd

20 %

15

SGI TRADEMCO SA (**)

40 %

100

2,2 – 2,9

TRUTH SA

27 %

30

?

VAKAKIS INTL SA

100 %

30

2,9 – 4,4

Geotechnical Engineering

Architecture, Transportation,
Surveying, Electromechanical

Environmental Engineering,

Statics, Architectural

Electromechanical, Harbour
engineering

Architectural

Multidisciplinary

Transportation

Agricultural Engineering

(*) without mother Company
(**) mainly Research Projects for EC (especially PHARE, TACIS) , for DG-TREN Transport & Energy (Former
DG-VII) and DG-INFSO INFORMATION SOCIETY (Former DG-XIII)
(***) environmental sector – mother Company is LDK SA with appr. 123 employees and core business Project
management, business development and infrastructure
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Annex IV – EUROPEAID Co-Operation Office
EuropeAid Co-operation Office is a department of the European Commission, and is subject to
the normal operating procedures of the Institution.
EuropeAid Co-operation Office, to give it its full title, was established on 1 January 2001. As a
result, responsibilities for political and strategic questions have been given to DG RELEX and
DG DEV and project identification and implementation is the business of EuropeAid.
The European Community provides 7 billion euros every year to external assistance, in more that
150 countries, territories and organisations around the world, to realise the ambitions of the EC’s
development co-operation. In long-term it should lead to a structured assistance and in building a
network of collaborative partnerships.
The Common Service for External Relations (SCR) was set up in 1998 as a first step towards
uniting the services responsible for implementing aid programmes to countries outside the EU
and improving their management. The SCR strove to end payment delays, clear backlogs,
harmonise and simplify contract and grant award procedures, and rationalise information
systems.
On 16 May 2000, the European Commission decided to take its reform a step further by carrying
out an ambitious programme to improve the quality of projects and the speed of their
implementation.
The aims are:
to improve significantly the quality and responsiveness of project management;
to reduce substantially the time taken to implement approved projects;
to ensure that financial, technical and contractual management procedures are in line with the
highest international standards of propriety and accountability;
to improve the impact and visibility of EU co-operation to development.
The new EuropeAid Co-operation Office is central to efforts to improve management systems
and enable the European Commission, one of the main providers of official development
assistance (accounting for 10% of ODA worldwide), to help strengthen the EU's presence and
influence on the international stage.
Portfolio of Activities
EuropeAid's activities encompass the European Development Fund (for ACP countries) and
some 50 budget headings. More than 150 countries, territories or organisations are beneficiaries
of the aid it manages. In 2002, new funding amounted to about €6 billion: €1.1 billion for the
Western Balkans and the beneficiary countries from the former Soviet Union, €762 million for
the Southern Mediterranean and Middle East, about €2.2 billion for the ACP countries (including
South Africa), €493 million for the beneficiary countries in Asia, €263 million for the beneficiary
countries in Latin America and Asia and over €1.1 billion for issue-based activities (such as food
security, NGO co-financing, the environment and human rights).
EUROPEAID STRUCTURE
EuropeAid Co-operation Office's organisational chart has been designed so as to::
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Create a geographically oriented organisation which covers every stage of the project cycle,
which has a clear structure and which will remain stable as management is devolved to the
Delegations of the European Commission. To make the best use of the specialised skills
available, the geographical Directorates are organised into units handling specific issues.
Consistency in a given sector across all programmes will be maintained by horizontal networks
involving all the units concerned.
group together the management of issue-based programmes (such as food aid, NGO co-financing
and human rights) in a single Directorate to ensure a consistent and co-ordinated approach.
Organise activities by type, with one Directorate handling operational support and another
handling support for the organisation of EuropeAid.
The EuropeAid Co-operation Office's organigramme comprises eight Directorates. The six line
directorates (five managing programmes in specific regions and one managing issue-based
programme) are backed up by an operational support Directorate and a General Affairs
Directorate. Directorates A, B, C, D and E are responsible, within the framework of multiannual
programmes designed by the Directorates-General for External Relations and Development, for
the effective and efficient management of the entire project cycle from identification to
evaluation, and for methodological and thematic consistency in their regions. In conjunction with
the Directorate-General for External Relations, they are also required to prepare and implement
the devolution of management to the Delegations of the European Commission and supervise
that devolved management.
Directorate A has six units and is responsible for programmes in Europe, the Caucasus and
Central Asia (including Mongolia).
Directorate B has seven units and is responsible for programmes in the Southern Mediterranean
and Middle East.
Directorate C has seven units and is responsible for programmes in the African, Caribbean and
Pacific countries (including South Africa and Cuba).
Directorate D has six units and is responsible for programmes in Asia.
Directorate E has six units and is responsible for programmes in Latin America.
Directorate F has six units and manages all stages of the project cycle of issue-based
programmes; these cover areas such as NGO co-financing, democracy and human rights, the
environment, social development (drugs, gender, etc.) and food security. This Directorate is also
responsible for designing means of intervention on new issues and providing technical support to
the geographical Directorates where it possesses the relevant, specialised know-how.
Directorates G and H are responsible for providing the resources and tools needed by the Office
to do its job, rationalise its operations, report on its activities and ensure its visibility.
Directorate G has five units and provides operational support; it deals with budgetary issues, the
harmonisation and simplification of finance and contract procedures, the publication of tender
procedures, legal affairs and disputes, and auditing. It will also manage relations with
international organisations.
Directorate H has six units and provides organisational support: human resources management,
training, the management of individual experts, information systems, relations with the other EU
institutions, information and communication. It will also provide the necessary methodological
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back-up for evaluating projects and will itself evaluate the results of regional and sectoral
policies, programmes and the effectiveness of programming.
Reform of the Management of External Assistance
As already highlighted, he reform of external assistance, is an integral part of the Commission’s
administrative reform. The main objectives of the Relex Reform are to:
Improve the quality and effectiveness of the external assistance
Speed up the time needed to implement external assistance
Put in place sound financial procedures
Improve the impact and the visibility of the Unions external asistance
More information on the reform and the implications can be found at
Reform of the Management of External Assistance:
http://europa.eu.int/comm/external_relations/reform/intro/index.htm
Communication to the Commission on the Reform of the Management of External Assistance
(16 May 2000)
http://europa.eu.int/comm/europeaid/decentr/pdf/sec_814_en.pdf
Communication from the Commission to the Council and the European Parliament concerning
the development of the external service (18 July 2000)
http://europa.eu.int/comm/europeaid/decentr/pdf/com_2000_456_fr.pdf
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ANNEX V – Excerpts from Council Directive 92/50/EEC of 18 June 1992 relating to the
coordination of procedures for the award of public service contracts
General provisions
…..
(c) service provider shall mean any natural or legal person, including a public body, which
offers services. A service provider who submits a tender shall be designated by the term
tenderer and one who has sought an invitation to take part in a restricted or negotiated
procedure by the term candidate;
(d) open procedures shall mean those national procedures whereby all interested service
providers may submit a tender;
(e) restricted procedures shall mean those national procedures whereby only those service
providers invited by the authority may submit a tender;
(f) negotiated procedures shall mean those national procedures whereby authorities consult
service providers of their choice and negotiate the terms of the contract with one or more of
them;
(g) design contests shall mean those national procedures which enable the contracting
authority to acquire, mainly in the fields of area planning, town planning, architecture and
civil engineering, or data processing, a plan or design selected by a jury after being put out
to competition with or without the award of prizes.
Article 3
……
2. Contracting authorities shall ensure that there is no discrimination between different
service providers.
3. Member States shall take the necessary measures to ensure that the contracting
authorities comply or ensure compliance with this Directive where they subsidize directly by
more than 50 % a service contract awarded by an entity other than themselves in
connection with a works contract within the meaning of Article 1a (2) of Directive
71/305/EEC.
Article 7
1. This Directive shall apply to public service contracts, the estimated value of which, net of
VAT, is not less than ECU 200.000
….

TITLE III
Choice of award procedures and rules governing design contests
TITLE IV
Common rules in the technical field
Article 14
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1. The technical specifications defined in Annex II shall be given in the general documents or
the contractual documents relating to each contract.
2. Without prejudice to the legally binding national technical rules and insofar as these are
compatible with Community law, such technical specifications shall be defined by the
contracting authorities by reference to national standards implementing European standards
or by reference to European technical approvals or by reference to common technical
specifications.
3. A contracting authority may depart from paragraph 2 if:
(a) the standards, European technical approvals or common technical specifications do not
include any provisions for establishing conformity, or technical means do not exist for
establishing satisfactorily the conformity of a product with these standards, European
technical approvals or common technical specifications;
(b) the application of paragraph 2 would prejudice the application of Council Directive
86/361/EEC of 24 July 1986 on the initial stage of the mutual recognition of type approval
for telecommunications terminal equipment(8), or Council Decision 87/95/EEC of 22
December 1986 on standardization in the field of information technology and
telecommunications(9) or other Community instruments in specific service or product areas;
(c) these standards, European technical approvals or common technical specifications would
oblige the contracting authority to use products or materials incompatible with equipment
already in use or would entail disproportionate costs or disproportionate technical
difficulties, but only as part of a clearly defined and recorded strategy with a view to the
transition, with a given period, to European standards, European technical approvals or
common technical specifications;
(d) the project concerned is of a genuinely innovative nature for which use of existing
European standards, European technical approvals or common technical specifications would
not be appropriate.
4. Contracting authorities invoking paragraph 3 shall record, wherever possible, the reasons
for doing so in the contract notice published in the Official Journal of the European
Communities or in the contract documents and in all cases shall record these reasons in
their internal documentation and shall supply such information on request to Member States
and to the Commission.
5. In the absence of European standards or European technical approvals or common
technical specifications, the technical specifications:
(a) shall be defined by reference to the national technical specifications recognized as
complying with the basic requirements listed in the Community directives on technical
harmonization, in accordance with the procedures laid down in those directives, and in
particular in accordance with the procedures laid down in Directive 89/106/EEC(10);
(b) may be defined by reference to national technical specifications relating to design and
method
of
calculation
and
execution
of
works
and
use
of
materials;
(c) may be defined by reference to other documents.
In this case, it is appropriate to make reference in order of preference to:
(i) national standards implementing international standards accepted by the country of the
contracting authority;
(ii) other national standards and national technical approvals of the country of the
contracting authority;
(iii) any other standard.
6. Unless it is justified by the subject of the contract, Member States shall prohibit the
introduction into the contractual clauses relating to a given contract of technical
specifications which mention products of a specific make or source or of a particular process
and which therefore favour or eliminate certain service providers. In particular, the
indication of trade marks, patents, types, or of specific origin or production shall be
prohibited. However, if such indication is accompanied by the words "or equivalent", it shall
be authorized in cases where the contracting authorities are unable to give a description of
the subject of the contract using specifications which are sufficiently precise and intelligible
to all parties concerned.
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Article 18
1. In open procedures the time limit for the receipt of tenders shall be fixed by the
contracting authorities at not less than 52 days from the date of dispatch of the notice.
2. The time limit for the receipt of tenders provided for in paragraph 1 may be reduced to 36
days where the contracting authorities have published the contract notice, drafted in
accordance with the model in Annex III A provided for in Article 15 (1), in the Official
Journal of the European Communities.
Article 19
1. In restricted procedures and negotiated procedures within the meaning of Article 11 (2),
the time limit for receipt of requests to participate fixed by the contracting authorities shall
be not less than 37 days from the date of dispatch of the notice.
2. The contracting authorities shall simultaneously and in writing invite the selected
candidates to submit their tenders.
TITLE VI
CHAPTER 1
Common rules on participation
Article 23
Contracts shall be awarded on the basis of the criteria laid down in Chapter 3, taking into
account Article 24, after the suitability of the service providers not excluded under Article 29
has been checked by the contracting authorities in accordance with the criteria referred to in
Articles 31 and 32.
Article 24
1. Where the criterion for the award of the contract is that of the economically most
advantageous tender, contracting authorities may take account of variants which are
submitted by a tenderer and meet the minimum specifications required by such contracting
authorities. The contracting authorities shall state in the contract documents the minimum
specifications to be respected by the variants and any specific requirements for their
presentation. They shall indicate in the contract notice if variants are not authorized.
Contracting authorities may not reject the submission of a variant on the sole grounds that
it has been drawn up with technical specifications defined by reference to national standards
transposing European standards, to European technical approvals or to common technical
specifications referred to in Article 14 (2) or even by reference to national technical
specifications referred to in Article 14 (5) (a) and (b).
Article 25
In the contract documents, the contracting authority may ask the tenderer to indicate in his
tender any share of the contract he may intend to subcontract to third parties.
This indication shall be without prejudice to the question of the principal service provider's
liability.
Article 26
1. Tenders may be submitted by groups of service providers. These groups may not be
required to assume a specific legal form in order to submit the tender; however, the group
selected may be required to do so when it has been awarded the contract.
2. Candidates or tenderers who, under the law of the Member State in which they are
established, are entitled to carry out the relevant service activity, shall not be rejected solely
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on the grounds that, under the law of the Member State in which the contract is awarded,
they would have been required to be either natural or legal persons.
3. Legal persons may be required to indicate in the tender or the request for participation
the names and relevant professional qualifications of the staff to be responsible for the
performance of the service.
Article 27
1. In restricted and negotiated procedures the contracting authorities shall, on the basis of
information given relating to the service provider's position as well as to the information and
formalities necessary for the evaluation of the minimum conditions of an economic and
technical nature to be fulfilled by him, select from among the candidates with the
qualifications required by Articles 29 to 35 those whom they will invite to submit a tender or
to negotiate.
2. Where the contracting authorities award a contract by restricted procedure, they may
prescribe the range within which the number of service providers which they intend to invite
will fall. In this case the range shall be indicated in the contract notice. The range shall be
determined in the light of the nature of the service to be provided. The range must number
at least five service providers and may be up to twenty.
In any event, the number of candidates invited to tender shall be sufficient to ensure
genuine competition.
3. Where the contracting authorities award a contract by negotiated procedure as referred
to in Article 11 (2), the number of candidates admitted to negotiate may not be less than
three, provided that there is a sufficient number of suitable candidates.
4. Each Member State shall ensure that contracting authorities issue invitations without
discrimination to those nationals of other Member States who satisfy the necessary
requirements and under the same conditions as to its own nationals.
Article 28
1. The contracting authority may state in the contract documents, or be obliged by a
Member State to do so, the authority or authorities from which a tenderer may obtain the
appropriate information on the obligations relating to the employment protection provisions
and the working conditions which are in force in the Member State, region or locality in
which the services are to be performed and which shall be applicable to the services
provided on site during the performance of the contract.
2. The contracting authority which supplies the information referred to in paragraph 1 shall
request the tenderers or those participating in the contract award procedure to indicate that
they have taken account, when drawing up their tender, of the obligations relating to
employment protection provisions and the working conditions which are in force in the place
where the service is to be carried out. This shall be without prejudice to the application of
the provisions of Article 37 concerning the examination of abnormally low tenders.
CHAPTER 2
Criteria for qualitative selection
Article 32
1. The ability of service providers to perform services may be evaluated in particular with
regard to their skills, efficiency, experience and reliability.
2. Evidence of the service provider's technical capability may be furnished by one or more of
the following means according to the nature, quantity and purpose of the services to be
provided:
(a) the service provider's educational and professional qualifications and/or those of the
firm's managerial staff and, in particular, those of the person or persons responsible for
providing the services;
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(b) a list of the principal services provided in the past three years, with the sums, dates and
recipients, public or private, of the services provided;
- where provided to contracting authorities, evidence to be in the form of certificates issued
or countersigned by the competent authority,
- where provided to private purchasers, delivery to be certified by the purchaser or, failing
this, simply declared by the service provider to have been effected;
(c) an indication of the technicians or technical bodies involved, whether or not belonging
directly to the service provider, especially those responsible for quality control;
(d) a statement of the service provider's average annual manpower and the number of
managerial staff for the last three years;
(e) a statement of the tool, plant or technical equipment available to the service provider for
carrying out the services;
(f) a description of the service provider's measures for ensuring quality and his study and
research facilities;
(g) where the services to be provided are complex or, exceptionally, are required for a
special purpose, a check carried out by the contracting authority or on its behalf by a
competent official body of the country in which the service provider is established, subject to
that body's agreement, on the technical capacities of the service provider and, if necessary,
on his study and research facilities and quality control measures;
(h) an indication of the proportion of the contract which the service provider may intend to
sub-contract.
3. The contracting authority shall specify, in the notice or in the invitation to tender, which
references it wishes to receive.
4. The extent of the information referred to in Article 31 and in paragraphs 1, 2 and 3 of this
Article must be confined to the subject of the contract; contracting authorities shall take into
consideration the legitimate interests of the service providers as regards the protection of
their technical or trade secrets.
Article 33
Where contracting authorities require the production of certificates drawn up by independent
bodies for attesting conformity of the service with certain quality assurance standards, they
shall refer to quality assurance systems based on the relevant EN 29000 European
standards series certified by bodies conforming to the EN 45000 European standards series.
They shall recognize equivalent certificates from bodies established in other Member States.
They shall also accept other evidence of equivalent quality assurance measures from service
providers who have no access to such certificates, or no possibility of obtaining them within
the relevant time limits.

CHAPTER 3
Criteria for the award of contracts
Article 36
1. Without prejudice to national laws, regulations or administrative provisions on the
remuneration of certain services, the criteria on which the contracting authority shall base
the award of contracts may be:
(a) where the award is made to the economically most advantageous tender, various criteria
relating to the contract: for example, quality, technical merit, aesthetic and functional
characteristics, technical assistance and after-sales service, delivery date, delivery period or
period of completion, price; or
(b) the lowest price only.
2. Where the contract is to be awarded to the economically most advantageous tender, the
contracting authority shall state in the contract documents or in the tender notice the award
criteria which it intends to apply, where possible in descending order of importance.
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Article 37
If, for a given contract, tenders appear to be abnormally low in relation to the service to be
provided, the contracting authority shall, before it may reject those tenders, request in
writing details of the constituent elements of the tender which it considers relevant and shall
verify those constituent elements taking account of the explanations received.
The contracting authority may take into consideration explanations which are justified on
objective grounds including the economy of the method by which the service is provided, or
the technical solutions chosen, or the exceptionally favourable conditions available to the
tenderer for the provision of the service, or the originality of the service proposed by the
tenderer.
If the documents relating to the contract provide for its award at the lowest price tendered,
the contracting authority must communicate to the Commission the rejection of tenders
which it considers to be too low.
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Annex VI – EU Industry Panorama
Source : EFCA (as of 1999)
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Annex VII – Excerpt from Report on the international Engineering Consultancy Sector
Source: Swedish Federation of Consulting Engineers and Architects - 1999
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